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ABSTRACT
Context. Research on supernovae (SNe) over the past decade has confirmed that there is a distinct class of events which are much more
luminous (by ∼ 2 mag) than canonical core-collapse SNe (CCSNe). These events with visual peak magnitudes . −21 are called
superluminous SNe (SLSNe). The mechanism for powering the light curves of SLSNe is still not well understood. The proposed
scenarios are circumstellar interaction, the emergence of a magnetar after core collapse, or disruption of a massive star through pair
production.
Aims. There are a few intermediate events which have luminosities between these two classes. They are important for constraining
the nature of the progenitors of these two different populations as well as their environments and powering mechanisms. Here we
study one such object, SN 2012aa.
Methods. We observed and analysed the evolution of the luminous Type Ic SN 2012aa. The event was discovered by the Lick
Observatory Supernova Search in an anonymous (z ≈ 0.08) galaxy. The optical photometric and spectroscopic follow-up observations
were conducted over a time span of about 120 days.
Results. With an absolute V -band peak of ∼ −20 mag, the SN is an intermediate-luminosity transient between regular SNe Ibc and
SLSNe. SN 2012aa also exhibits an unusual secondary bump after the maximum in its light curve. For SN 2012aa, we interpret this
as a manifestation of SN-shock interaction with the circumstellar medium (CSM). If we would assume a 56Ni-powered ejecta, the
quasi-bolometric light curve requires roughly 1.3 M of 56Ni and an ejected mass of∼ 14 M. This would also imply a high kinetic
energy of the explosion,∼ 5.4×1051 ergs. On the other hand, the unusually broad light curve along with the secondary peak indicate
the possibility of interaction with CSM. The third alternative is the presence of a central engine releasing spin energy that eventually
powers the light curve over a long time. The host of SN 2012aa is a star-forming Sa/Sb/Sbc galaxy.
Conclusions. Although the spectral properties of SN 2012aa and its velocity evolution are comparable to those of normal SNe Ibc, its
broad light curve along with a large peak luminosity distinguish it from canonical CCSNe, suggesting the event to be an intermediate-
luminosity transient between CCSNe and SLSNe at least in terms of peak luminosity. Comparing to other SNe, we argue that SN
2012aa belongs to a subclass where CSM interaction plays a significant role in powering the SN, at least during the initial stages of
evolution.
Key words. supernovae: general — supernovae: individual (SN 2012aa)
1. Introduction
The study of SLSNe (Gal-Yam 2012) has emerged from the de-
velopment of untargeted transient surveys such as the Texas Su-
pernova Search (Quimby 2006), the Palomar Transient Factory
(PTF; Rau et al. 2009), the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey
(CRTS; Drake et al. 2009), and the Panoramic Survey Telescope
& Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS; Hodapp et al. 2004).
SLSNe are much more luminous than normal core-collapse SNe
(CCSNe; Filippenko 1997). It was with the discovery of objects
such as SNe 2005ap and SCP-06F6 (Quimby et al. 2007, 2011),
as well as SN 2007bi (Gal-Yam et al. 2009) that events with
peak luminosities& 7×1043erg s−1 (. −21 absolute mag, over
2 mag brighter than the bulk CCSN population) became known.
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SLSNe have been classified into three groups: SLSN-I,
SLSN-II and SLSN-R (Gal-Yam 2012). The SLSN-II are hydro-
gen (H) rich (e.g., SN 2006gy, Smith et al. 2007; CSS100217,
Drake et al. 2011; CSS121015, Benetti et al. 2014), while the
others are H-poor. The SLSN-R (e.g., SN 2007bi, Gal-Yam et al.
2009) have post-maximum decline rates consistent with the 56Co
→ 56Fe radioactive decay, whereas SLSNe-I (e.g., SNe 2010gx,
Pastorello et al. 2010b; SCP-06F6) have steeper declines. H-poor
events mostly exhibit SN Ic-like spectral evolution (Pastorello
et al. 2010b; Quimby et al. 2011; Inserra et al. 2013). However,
the explosion and emission-powering mechanisms of these tran-
sients are still disputed. It is also not clear whether CCSNe and
SLSNe are originated from similar or completely different pro-
genitor channels, or if there is a link between these kinds of ex-
plosions. In particular, the SLSNe-R were initially thought to be
powered by radioactive decay, but later the energy release of a
spin-down magnetar was proposed (Inserra et al. 2013), as was
the CSM-interaction scenario (Yan et al. 2015; Sorokina et al.
2015). In this present work, although we use the notation of the
initial classification scheme, by SLSNe-R we simply mean those
Type Ic SLSNe which show shallow (or comparable to 56Co de-
cay) decline after maximum brightness, while the events which
decline faster than 56Co decay are designated as SLSNe-I.
The basic mechanisms governing the emission of stripped-
envelope CCSNe are relatively well known. At early times (.
5 d after explosion), SNe Ibc are powered by a cooling shock
Piro & Nakar (2013); Taddia et al. (2015). Thereafter, radioac-
tive heating (56Ni→ 56Co) powers the emission from the ejecta.
Beyond the peak luminosity, the photosphere cools and eventu-
ally the ejecta become optically thin. By ∼ 100 d post explosion
the luminosity starts to decrease linearly (in mag) with time, and
it is believed that 56Co is the main source powering the light
curve during these epochs (Arnett 1982, and references therein).
Three different models have been suggested for the explosion
mechanism of SLSNe. A pair-instability supernova (PISN) pro-
duces a large mass of radioactive 56Ni, a source of enormous op-
tical luminosity (Barkat et al. 1967; Rakavy & Shaviv 1967). Al-
ternatively, a similarly large luminosity can be produced by inter-
action between the SN ejecta and a dense circumstellar medium
(CSM) surrounding the progenitor, and the radiation is released
when the strong shocks convert the bulk kinetic energy of the SN
ejecta to thermal energy (Smith & McCray 2007; Chevalier & Ir-
win 2011; Ginzburg & Balberg 2012). The third alternative is to
invoke an engine-driven explosion: a protomagnetar is a com-
pact remnant that radiates enormous power during its spin-down
process (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010). Although both
magnetar engines and CSM interaction can reproduce the range
of luminosities and shapes of SLSN light curves, there are very
few SNe that show a PISN-like 56Co → 56Fe decay rate after
maximum light. Only ∼ 10% of SLSNe show a slowly fading
tail (Nicholl et al. 2013; McCrum et al. 2015), but do not exactly
follow the radioactive decay rate of cobalt. SLSNe 2006gy and
2007bi could be explained as PISN producing ∼ 5–10 M of
56Ni (Nomoto et al. 2007; Gal-Yam et al. 2009), but there are
also counterarguments because the rise times of some similar
events are shorter than the PISN model predictions (Kasen et al.
2011; Moriya et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2013, and references
therein).
Beyond the general evolutionary picture of Type I SNe (here-
after we exclude SNe Ia), many events exhibit different kinds of
peculiarities. One of these, observed in SN 2005bf, is the appear-
ance of a short-lived bump before the principal light-curve peak
(Anupama et al. 2005). Two hypotheses have been proposed to
explain this early short-duration bump: either a burst of radiation
Fig. 1. Identification chart of SN 2012aa. The image is about 10′ on
a side, taken in the Rc band with the 1.04 m Sampurnanand telescope
at ARIES, Nainital. The local standard stars are numbered. North is up
and east is to the left. The location of the target is marked “T” — as
observed with the 8 m Gemini South telescope (bottom-left inset) on
2012 April 26, +88 d after discovery. The SN is resolved; its position
and the host center are marked. The field was also observed with the
3 m TNG (top-left inset) on 2013 April 9, long after the SN had faded
away. The SN location is not resolved in the TNG image.
from a blob containing radioactive 56Ni that was ejected asym-
metrically (Maeda et al. 2007), or a polar explosion powered by a
relativistic jet (Folatelli et al. 2006). Although a double-peaked
light curve was observed in only a single SN Ic, there are at
least a handful (∼ 8) Type I SLSNe that exhibit a short-duration
bump before the principal broad peak (Nicholl & Smartt 2016).
Most of them have been described using the magnetar model.
For SN-LSQ14bdq it was proposed that the intense radiation in
optical and ultraviolet wavelengths was due to the emergence
of the shock driven by a high-pressure bubble produced by the
central engine, a proto-magnetar(Kasen et al. 2016).
Since H-poor SLSNe and normal Type Ic events show sim-
ilar spectral features beyond maximum light, it is worth to ex-
plore whether there is any link between them. In fact the gap
between SNe and SLSNe has not been well explored. The Type
Ib SN 2012au showed spectral signatures which mark the transi-
tion between H-poor CCSNe and SLSNe, although its peak mag-
nitude was comparable to those of H-poor (stripped envelope)
CCSNe (Milisavljevic et al. 2013). Recently, a few transients
such as PTF09ge, PTF09axc, PTF09djl, PTF10iam, PTF10nuj,
and PTF11glr with peak absolute magnitudes between −19 and
−21 were discovered (Arcavi et al. 2014). Except PTF09ge, all
had H-dominated spectra, and except PTF10iam they showed
spectral behavior like that of tidal disruption events (TDEs;
Rees 1988). However, note that TDEs may be even more lu-
minous than SLSNe — for example, the ROTSE collaboration
found an event (nicknamed Dougie) that had a peak magnitude
of ∼ −22.5 (Vinkó et al. 2015). Unlike CCSNe or SLSNe,
TDEs are always found at the center of their host galaxies, and
their spectral features are normally dominated by H/He emission
lines, thus differing from Type Ic SNe. Arcavi et al. (2016) also
found four SNe having rapid rise times (∼ 10 d) and peak mag-
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Table 1. Properties of SN 2012aa and its host galaxy
Parameters Value Ref
Anonymous Host:
Type Sa/Sb/Sbc Sect. 7
Position αJ2000 = 14h52m33s.55 Sect. 2
δJ2000 = −03◦31′53′′.82
Abs. magnitude MB = −18.13 mag Sect. 7
Redshift z = 0.0830± 0.0005 Sect. 3
Distance D = 380.2Mpc Sect. 3
Distance modulus µ ≈ 37.9mag Sect. 3
Projected dimension ∼ 6′′ Sect. 7
Metallicity of the host Zhost ≈ 0.92± 0.34Z Sect. 7
SN 2012aa:
Position αJ2000 = 14h52m33s.56 Sect. 2
δJ2000 = −03◦31′55′′.45
Separation from center ∼ 3 kpc Sect. 7
Discovery date (UT) 29.56 January 2012 Sect. 1
(JD 2,455,956.04)
Epoch of V maximum: JD 2,455,952 Sect. 4
Total reddening toward SN: E(B − V )= 0.12mag Sect. 3
nitudes of ∼ −20 along with an Hα signature in their spectra
(see Sect. 9.3).
In this work, we discuss the evolution of a SN Ic that shows
properties intermediate between those of SNe Ic and H-poor
SLSNe. SN 2012aa (= PSN J14523348-0331540) was discov-
ered on 2012 January 29.56 UT (JD 2,455,956.04) in a rela-
tively distant anonymous galaxy (redshift z = 0.083; see Sect.
3) during the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS; Filip-
penko et al. 2001) with the Katzman Automatic Imaging Tele-
scope (KAIT). An image of the field of SN 2012aa is shown in
Fig. 1. Basic properties of the host galaxy are given in Table 1.
The event was observed at ∼ 17.7 mag (unfiltered) at discov-
ery, and was further monitored in the subsequent nights and then
spectroscopically classified as a SN Ic (Cenko et al. 2012) on
February 2 (UT dates are used throughout this paper). It was not
observed in the X-ray in radio domains. However, independent
optical photometry along with spectroscopic follow-up observa-
tions were obtained using various telescopes around the globe.
We find (Sect. 4) that the event was actually discovered near its
peak, but it was caught in its rising phase by the CRTS survey
(Drake et al. 2009). It shows some spectroscopic resemblance
to H-poor SLSNe, although photometrically the peak is about
1 mag fainter than that of typical SLSNe. More remarkably, SN
2012aa shows an unusual secondary bump after a broad primary
peak in its light curve (Sect. 4).
Here we present an optical photometric and low-resolution
spectroscopic investigation of SN 2012aa. We also make com-
parisons among SN 2012aa, SLSNe, and CCSNe. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of
the observations of SN 2012aa along with a description of the
data-reduction procedure. The distance and extinction are esti-
mated in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we study the light-curve evolution,
while the evolution of the colours and of the quasi-bolometric
luminosity are discussed in Sect. 5. The spectroscopic evolution
is presented in Sect. 6, and the properties of the host galaxy in
Sect. 7. Section 8 explores different physical parameters of the
explosion, and a comparative study of this event with SLSNe
and CCSNe is given in Sect. 9. Finally, Sect. 10 summarizes our
conclusions.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Optical multiband photometry
The optical broadband Johnson BV and Cousins RcIc follow-
up observations started on 2012 February 10, using the 1.04 m
Sampurnanand Telescope (ST) plus imaging camera1 at Naini-
tal, India, and were conducted at 17 different epochs between
+12 d and +116 d after the discovery. The field was also ob-
served in 3 epochs with the 1.82 m Copernico Telescope (CT)
plus AFOSC at the Asiago Observatory and in 2 epochs with
the 3.6 m New Technology Telescope (NTT) plus EFOSC2 at
ESO, Chile, between +44 d and +93 d after discovery. The pre-
processing was done using standard data-reduction software
IRAF2, and photometric measurements were performed on the
coadded frames through point-spread-function (PSF) fitting and
background-subtraction methods, using the stand-alone version
of DAOPHOT3 (Stetson 1987). The field was calibrated in
the BV RcIc bands using Landolt (1992) standard stars from
the fields of SA107, PG1633+099, and PG1525+071 observed
on 2014 April 27 under moderate seeing (full width at half-
maximum intensity [FWHM] ≈ 2′′ in the V band) and clear sky
conditions4. Nine isolated nonvariable stars (marked in Fig. 1) in
the field of the transient were used as local standards to derive
the zero point for the SN images at each epoch. The calibrated
magnitudes of these 9 secondary standards are given in Table 2.
The SN was not resolved in the images taken with 1–3 m
telescopes (see Fig. 1). The host along with the SN appeared as
a point source (T) in all frames taken from ST and CT, while it is
seen to be slightly elongated in the NTT images. It was resolved
only in the spectroscopic-acquisition image obtained with the
Gemini-South telescope at +88 d after discovery under excellent
seeing conditions (FWHM ≈ 0′′.58; see the bottom-left inset of
Fig. 1). Performing astrometry on the image, we calculate the
position of the host center as αcenter = 14h52m33s.55, δcenter =
−03◦31′53′′.82, while that of the SN is αSN = 14h52m33s.56,
δSN = −03◦31′55′′.45. The projected dimension (major axis) of
the galaxy is ∼ 5′′.6, while the separation between the SN and
the host center is ∼ 1′′.96 in the plane of the sky. As most of
the photometric observations have worse seeing than the sepa-
ration between SN and host center, photometry of these images
provides an estimate of the total flux of the entire system T (su-
pernova plus host).
1 A 2048 × 2048 pixel CCD camera having 24 × 24 µm pixels and
a scale of 0′′.38 pixel−1, mounted at the f /13 Cassegrain focus of the
telescope, was used for the observations. The gain and readout noise
of the CCD camera are 10 electrons per analog-to-digital unit and 5.3
electrons, respectively. We performed the observations in a binned mode
of 2× 2 pixels.
2 IRAF stands for Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, distributed
by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated
by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. un-
der cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
3 DAOPHOT stands for Dominion Astrophysical Observatory Pho-
tometry.
4 We have used the mean values of the atmospheric extinction coeffi-
cients of the site (namely 0.28, 0.17, 0.11, and 0.07 mag per unit airmass
for the B, V , Rc, and Ic bands, respectively, from Kumar et al. 2000)
with typical standard deviations between the transformed and the stan-
dard magnitudes of Landolt stars of 0.04 mag in B, 0.02 mag in V and
Rc, and 0.01 mag in Ic.
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Table 2. Photometry of secondary standard stars in the field of SN 2012aa.
Star αJ2000 δJ2000 B V Rc Ic
ID (h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
1 14 52 29.53 −03 31 33.50 17.24±0.04 16.57±0.02 16.14±0.03 15.71±0.03
2 14 52 30.50 −03 29 02.40 17.62±0.04 16.88±0.02 16.42±0.03 15.96±0.03
3 14 53 03.87 −03 32 08.50 17.86±0.05 16.99±0.03 16.42±0.02 15.89±0.03
4 14 52 54.06 −03 27 59.80 18.36±0.06 17.07±0.02 16.23±0.02 15.38±0.02
5 14 53 03.54 −03 29 44.20 18.02±0.04 17.32±0.03 16.85±0.02 16.38±0.02
6 14 52 57.71 −03 32 00.00 18.25±0.06 17.59±0.04 17.16±0.03 16.76±0.03
7 14 52 44.82 −03 27 23.40 18.45±0.05 17.96±0.04 17.60±0.04 17.19±0.06
8 14 52 47.74 −03 32 29.20 19.16±0.06 18.74±0.08 18.42±0.05 18.06±0.05
9 14 52 42.72 −03 32 02.50 19.54±0.08 19.10±0.08 18.78±0.07 18.41±0.08
Notes.Magnitude uncertainties represent the root-mean square scatter of the night-to-night repeatability over the entire period of SN monitoring.
Table 3. BV RcIc photometry of SN 2012aaa .
UT Date JD− Phaseb B KBB c V KV V c Rc KRRc Ic KII c Seeingd Telescopee
(yyyy/mm/dd) 2,450,000 (day) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (′′)
2012/02/11.09 5968.59 +16.59 18.87±0.07 0.05 18.20±0.09 0.08 18.09±0.08 0.19 17.91±0.06 0.20 2.9 ST
2012/02/19.24 5976.74 +24.74 19.32±0.05 0.04 18.47±0.31 0.04 18.19±0.04 0.18 17.91±0.05 0.17 2.3 ST
2012/02/20.21 5977.71 +25.71 19.25±0.07 0.04 18.56±0.06 0.03 18.21±0.05 0.17 18.02±0.06 0.17 2.5 ST
2012/02/22.12 5979.62 +27.62 19.29±0.03 0.05 18.63±0.06 0.02 18.26±0.03 0.17 18.06±0.03 0.16 2.1 ST
2012/02/23.23 5980.73 +28.73 − − 18.56±0.07 0.01 18.35±0.09 0.17 18.18±0.04 0.15 3.1 ST
2012/03/03.12 5989.62 +37.62 19.74±0.08 −0.05 18.76±0.03 0.02 18.33±0.03 0.20 18.30±0.25 0.16 2.8 ST
2012/03/11.05 5997.55 +45.55 19.51±0.18 −0.16 18.74±0.19 0.03 18.23±0.07 0.23 18.18±0.04 0.17 2.2 ST
2012/03/14.09 6000.59 +48.59 19.75±0.08 −0.12 18.74±0.05 0.03 18.16±0.08 0.23 18.07±0.03 0.17 2.5 CT
2012/03/23.23 6009.73 +57.73 > 19.55 −0.08 − 0.04 18.61±0.04 0.24 18.30±0.05 0.17 2.4 ST
2012/03/24.21 6010.71 +58.71 19.74±0.07 −0.09 18.78±0.05 0.04 18.73±0.05 0.24 18.25±0.07 0.16 2.0 ST
2012/03/26.14 6012.64 +60.64 20.06±0.05 −0.09 18.98±0.11 0.05 18.57±0.08 0.24 18.36±0.06 0.16 2.8 ST
2012/03/28.08 6014.58 +62.58 21.04±0.11 −0.09 19.08±0.10 0.05 19.08±0.06 0.24 18.85±0.04 0.15 1.5 CT
2012/04/02.09 6019.59 +67.59 21.54±0.15 −0.09 19.38±0.03 0.05 19.15±0.16 0.24 18.92±0.22 0.15 3.1 ST
2012/04/13.13 6030.63 +78.63 − − − − 19.66±0.14 0.23 − − 3.1 ST
2012/04/17.09 6034.59 +82.59 21.85±0.09 −0.10 20.09±0.06 0.06 19.45±0.08 0.23 − − 2.6 CT
2012/04/22.90 6040.40 +88.40 − −0.10 19.87±0.05 0.06 19.84±0.05 0.22 19.31±0.16 0.12 1.9 NTT
2012/04/26.02 6043.52 +91.52 21.74±0.18 −0.11 20.01±0.12 0.06 19.87±0.06 0.22 19.57±0.08 0.11 3.1 ST
2012/04/28.01 6045.51 +93.51 21.91±0.10 −0.12 19.90±0.06 0.06 20.16±0.13 0.22 19.55±0.10 0.10 3.1 ST
2012/04/29.97 6047.47 +95.47 22.03±0.53 −0.12 20.20±0.10 0.06 20.22±0.08 0.22 19.57±0.12 0.09 2.9 ST
2012/04/30.89 6048.39 +96.39 21.61±0.17 −0.12 20.31±0.08 0.06 19.90±0.09 0.22 − − 1.7 NTT
2012/05/13.98 6061.48 +109.48 > 21.00 −0.13 20.13±0.09 0.07 20.33±0.20 0.20 19.65±0.13 0.07 3.8 ST
2012/05/24.88 6072.38 +120.38 > 21.04 −0.14 20.53±0.12 0.07 20.44±0.38 0.20 19.96±0.21 0.05 2.4 ST
Notes. (a) Magnitude uncertainties are calculated after adding the 1σ uncertainty in photometry and the error associated with calibration in quadra-
ture.
(b) The event was dicovered on JD 2,455,956.04. However, the V -band maximum was estimated to be about 4 d prior to discovery. Here the phases
are calculated with respect to the epoch of V -band maximum in the observer frame, corresponding to JD 2,455,952. For details, see Sect. 4.
(c) K-corrections are determined for all epochs with existing spectral information and by interpolating/extrapolating for other epochs.
(d) FWHM of the stellar PSF in the V band.
(e) ST: 1.04 m Sampurnanand Telescope + imaging Camera at ARIES, India; CT: 1.82 m Copernico Telescope + AFOSC, Asiago Observatory;
NTT: 3.6 m New Technology Telescope + EFOSC2, ESO, Chile.
In order to calculate the magnitude of the transient, an es-
timate of the host magnitude is required. For this purpose, the
field was again observed in the BV RcIc bands after the SN
had faded — first on 2013 April 9 using the 3.5 m Telescopio
Nazionale Galileo (TNG) plus the LRS camera, and then again
on 2014 April 27, the night for the photometric calibration at
ST. The Rc-band image taken with the TNG is shown in the
top-left inset of Fig. 1. Aperture photometry (with an aperture
diameter of ∼ 5′′.6) was performed to estimate the average mag-
nitudes of the host: 20.17 ± 0.06, 19.29 ± 0.04, 18.67 ± 0.05,
and 18.04 ± 0.04 mag in the B, V , Rc, and Ic bands, respec-
tively. When determining the magnitude of the transient in every
band, the flux of the host in the corresponding band has been
subtracted from the calibrated flux of T. The photometry of SN
2012aa is given in Table 3. Since the host is relatively distant,
we have calculated the K-correction term for every band at each
epoch of observation using the existing spectra5 (Sect. 2.2). K-
5 For each filter system, first the K-corrections were calculated for
those epochs where spectra are available by following the methodol-
corrections for all photometric epochs are also reported in Table
3.
We have also used the unfiltered data taken from CRTS,
which provide extensive coverage of the field. All the unfiltered
CRTS magnitudes have been calibrated to the Johnson V band
using the local sequences. The CRTS images have low spatial
resolution (2′′.43 pixel−1). Photometry of all CRTS observations
was performed in two different ways: (i) Flux subtraction: A
calibrated template frame was produced after adding 10 aligned
CRTS images having moderate seeing (∼2′′.5) and without the
SN. Then the calibrated flux of the host from this “stacked tem-
plate” was subtracted from all other CRTS measurements, in the
same way as mentioned above for the photometry of other obser-
vations. (ii) Template subtraction: This was performed by using
the “stacked template” as a reference image, following standard
ogy by Oke & Sandage (1968). The corresponding spectra were con-
volved using Johnson and Cousins filter response curves adopted by
Ergon et al. (2014). Then theK-corrections for each photometric epoch
was determined by interpolating the values calculated on the spectro-
scopic nights.
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Table 5. Journal of spectroscopic observations of SN 2012aa.
UT Date JD− Phasea Range Telescopeb Grating Slit width Dispersion Exposure S/Nc
(yyyy/mm/dd) 2,450,000 (days) (µm) (gr mm−1) (′′) (Å pix−1) (s) (pix−1)
2012/02/02.14 5959.64 +08 0.34−1.03 Lick 600/300 2.0 1.02/4.60 1200 25
2012/02/16.97 5974.47 +22 0.36−0.90 IGO 300 1.0 1.4 2700 30
2012/02/23.51 5981.01 +29 0.34−1.00 Lick 600/300 2.0 1.02/4.60 1350 25
2012/03/12.84 5999.34 +47 0.36−0.91 NTT 236 1.0 2.8 2700 35
2012/03/15.14 6001.64 +50 0.34−1.01 Keck-I 600/400 1.0 0.63/1.16 600 30
2012/04/25.80 6043.30 +91 0.47−0.89 Gemini-S 400 1.0 0.7 600 10
2012/05/17.53 6065.03 +113 0.34−1.01 Keck-I 600/400 1.0 0.63/1.16 900 30
2014/07/22.89 6861.39 +909 0.37−0.79 NOT 300 1.0 3.0 3×1500 28
Notes. (a) With respect to the epoch of the V -band maximum in the observed frame, JD 2,455,952.
(b) Lick: Kast on 3 m Shane reflector; IGO: IFOSC on 2 m IUCAA Girawali Observatory, India; NTT: EFOSC2 on 3.6 m New Technology
Telescope, ESO, Chile; Keck-I: LRIS on 10 m Keck-I telescope, Mauna Kea, Hawaii; Gemini-S: GMOS-S on 8.1 m Gemini-South telescope,
Chile; NOT: ALFOSC on 2.5 m Nordic Optical Telescope, La Palma, Canarias, Spain.
(c) Signal-to-noise ratio at 0.6µm.
procedures (e.g., Roy et al. 2011, and references therein). Com-
parison of the results of these two processes shows consistency
(see Sect. 4). Photometry with flux subtraction is presented in
Table 46.
2.2. Low-resolution optical spectroscopy
Long-slit low-resolution spectra (∼ 6–14 Å) in the optical range
(0.35–0.95µm) were collected at eight epochs between +12 d
and +905 d after discovery. These include two epochs from the
3 m Shane reflector at Lick Observatory, two epochs from the
10 m Keck-I telescope, and one epoch each from the 2 m IU-
CAA Girawali Observatory (IGO, India), the 2.56 m Nordic Op-
tical Telescope (NOT, La Palma), the 3.6 m NTT, and the 8 m
Gemini-South telescope. All of the spectroscopic data were re-
duced under the IRAF environment7. All spectra of SN 2012aa
have been normalized with respect to the average continuum flux
derived from the line-free region 6700–7000 Å. For the rest of
the analysis we have used the normalized spectra of the SN.
The spectrum, obtained with NOT+ALFOSC on 2014 July 22
(+905d after discovery), contains mainly emission from the host.
This flux-calibrated spectrum was utilized to quantify the host
properties. The journal of spectroscopic observations is given in
Table 5.
3. Distance and extinction toward SN 2012aa
The distance was calculated from the redshift of the host galaxy.
The host spectrum (see Sect. 7, Fig. 12) contains strong emis-
sion lines of Hα, Hβ, [N II]λλ6548, 6583, [O II]λ3727, and
[S II]λλ6717, 6731. Using these emission lines, the measured
value of the redshift is 0.0830 ± 0.0005. This corresponds to
a luminosity distance DL = 380 ± 2 Mpc using a standard
cosmological model8, and hence the distance modulus (µ) is
37.9± 0.01 mag.
6 Table 4 is available only in the Online Journal.
7 Bias and flat-fielding were performed on all frames. Cosmic rays
were rejected with the Laplacial kernel detection method (van Dokkum
2001). Flux calibration was done using spectrophotometric fluxes from
Hamuy et al. (1994). For a few cases where we did not observe any
spectrophotometric standard stars, relative flux calibrations were per-
formed.
8 The cosmological model with H0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm =
0.286, and ΩΛ = 0.714 (Bennett et al. 2014) is assumed throughout the
paper.
The extinction toward SN 2012aa is dominated by the Milky
Way contribution. The Galactic reddening in the line of sight
of SN 2012aa, as derived by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), is
E(B − V ) = 0.088 ± 0.002 mag. The host contribution toward
the SN can be estimated from the Na I D absorption line in spec-
tra of the SN. We use the empirical relation between the equiva-
lent width of Na I D absorption and E(B − V ) (Poznanski et al.
2012, and references therein).
In the SN spectra we did not detect any significant Na I D
absorption at the rest wavelength of the host. The dip nearest
to this wavelength has an equivalent width of 0.30 Å and com-
parable to the noise level. This would correspond to E(B − V )
≈ 0.032 mag and can be considered an upper limit for the con-
tribution of the host to the reddening toward the SN.
Hence, an upper limit for the total reddening toward SN
2012aa is E(B − V )upper = 0.12 mag, while its lower limit is
E(B − V )lower = 0.088 mag. We use E(B − V )upper as the
total reddening toward the SN. This corresponds to a total vi-
sual extinction AV = 0.37 mag, adopting the ratio of total-to-
selective extinction RV = 3.1.
4. Light-curve evolution of SN 2012aa
The optical photometric light curves are shown in Fig. 2 and
given in Table 3.
The long-term photometry of the host recorded by CRTS is
presented in Fig. 3. The photometric measurements of the CRTS
images by the flux-subtraction and template-subtraction meth-
ods give consistent results (see the inset of Fig. 2). To maintain
consistency in the reductions of all photometric observations, we
adopt the results of the flux-subtraction method in the rest of the
work.
From the CRTS data it is clear that the explosion took place
long before the discovery. SN 2012aa was actually discovered
around its peak brightness. However, owing to the very sparse
dataset before the peak, precise estimates of the epoch of max-
imum and the corresponding peak magnitude using polynomial
fitting are difficult. A third-order polynomial fit to the V -band
peak magnitudes (solid-line in Fig. 2) indicates that the epoch of
V -band maximum was JD 2,455,9529, withMV ≈ −19.87 mag.
The host V -band magnitude, measured from pre-SN CRTS data,
is 19.11 mag (see Sect. 4.3). The polynomial fits to the combined
V -band and CRTS data of SN 2012aa reach 19.11 mag roughly
9 For the rest of the work, all of the phases (if not stated otherwise)
have been estimated with respect to JD 2,455,952 measured in the ob-
server’s frame.
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Fig. 2. The optical light curves of SN 2012aa. The BV RcIc photomet-
ric measurements from ST, CT, and NTT are shown respectively with
filled circles, squares, and triangles, while the CRTS measurements are
open circles. The epochs are given with respect to the date of discovery.
All the unfiltered CRTS magnitudes have been calibrated to the John-
son V -filter system using the local sequences. The solid line represents
a third-order polynomial fit around the first broad peak observed in V ,
while the dotted lines represent third-order polynomial fits around the
secondary peak inBV RcIc. The inset represents a comparison between
the measurements from CRTS observations by using “template subtrac-
tion” (open stars) and “flux subtraction” (open circles). The solid line
around the peak is again a third-order polynomial fit around the first
peak using the measurements obtained from template subtraction. It is
worth noting that the absolute-magnitude scale is corrected only for
distance modulus (µ) to show the approximate luminosity. When de-
termining a more accurate luminosity, reddening and the K-correction
were also considered. See text for details.
between 30 – 35 d prior to the discovery. Therefore, hereafter we
assume that the event had a long rise time of & 30 d.
4.1. Early evolution (< 60 days after peak)
A slowly rising, broad light curve with a secondary peak makes
this event special. The V -band light curve seems to rise to maxi-
mum on a similar time scale as it later declines after peak. More-
over, by fitting third-order polynomials to the BV RcIc light
curves after +30 d, we find a rebrightening in all optical bands
that produce a second peak (or bump) in the light curves, appear-
ing between∼ +40 d and +60 d after the first V -band maximum.
Beyond that, a nearly exponential decline of the optical light
marks the onset of the light-curve tail. This kind of secondary
bump in the light curve has been observed in a few other CC-
SNe, but is not common in SNe Ic. Different physical processes
could explain these data, and a few scenarios are discussed be-
low.
Objects that resemble SN 2012aa photometrically are the
Type Ibn/IIn SNe 2005la (Pastorello et al. 2008) and 2011hw
(Smith et al. 2012; Pastorello et al. 2015) and the SN Ibn
iPTF13beo (Gorbikov et al. 2014), where double or multiple-
peaked light curves were also reported. To some extent the light
curves of the luminous Type IIn (or Type IIn-P) SNe 1994W
(Sollerman et al. 1998) and 2009kn (Kankare et al. 2012) also
exhibited similar features, with relatively flat light curves during
their early evolution. All of these were interpreted as being pro-
duced by SN shock interaction with the dense CSM. This propo-
sition was supported by the appearance of strong, narrow H/He
features in the SN spectra, caused by electron scattering in the
dense CSM during the interaction process (Chugai 2001; Smith
et al. 2012; Fransson et al. 2014, and references therein). The
pre-explosion outburst in the progenitor is the potential mecha-
nism that can produce such dense CSM (Smith 2014). In fact, in
a few luminous blue variables (LBVs) such pre-explosion out-
bursts have been recorded (e.g., Humphreys et al. 1999; Smith
et al. 2010; Pastorello et al. 2013; Fraser et al. 2013; Ofek et al.
2014, and references therein). During its major event in 2012,
the progenitor of SN 2009ip also exhibited a bump ∼ 40 d after
its first maximum which was interpreted as an effect of shock
interaction (Smith et al. 2014; Graham et al. 2014; see also Mar-
tin et al. 2015, and references therein). Similarly, SN 2010mb,
which is spectroscopically very similar to SN 2012aa, is a rare
example where interaction of a SN Ic with an H-free dense CSM
was proposed (Ben-Ami et al. 2014).
However, the spectral sequence of SN 2012aa (see Sect. 6)
shows that the effects of shock interaction are not prominent in
its line evolution. The photometric behaviour of the SN must
therefore be caused mainly by changes in the continuum flux.
Recently, Nicholl et al. (2015) made a comparative study be-
tween SLSNe I and SNe Ic with a sample of 21 objects. They
computed the rise (τris) and decline (τdec) timescales, which
were defined as the time elapsed before (or after) the epoch
of maximum during which the SN luminosity rises to (or de-
clines from) the peak luminosity from (or to) a value that is
e−1 times its peak luminosity. This corresponds to a drop of
1.09 mag. Using these definitions and by fitting third-order poly-
nomials around the first V maximum, we found τris ≈ 31 d and
τdec ≈ 55 d for SN 2012aa. However, unlike the SLSNe dis-
cussed by Nicholl et al. (2015), SN 2012aa exhibits light curves
with shallow decline after the peak followed by a secondary
bump before entering the nebular phase. Therefore, we calcu-
lated the post-maximum decline rate (Rdec [mag d−1]) of this
object in the rest frame to compare the nature of its light curves
with those of other SNe. Here we simply assume that the sec-
ondary bump at ∼ +50 d is produced by another physical pro-
cess.
For events (e.g., H-poor CCSNe) with Tneb & τdec, we
can consider τdec ≈ R−1dec, where Tneb is the time (with re-
spect to the time of maximum brightness) when the tail phase
starts. The post-maximum decline rates (Rdec) of SN 2012aa
in the BV RcIc bands (calculated between +15 d and +30 d) are
∼ 0.03, 0.02, 0.01, and 0.02 mag d−1, respectively. These val-
ues are less than Rfall and comparable to Rtail of broad-lined
SNe Ic10. The post-maximum decline rates of SN 2012aa in the
different bands are consistent with the values of τdec obtained by
Nicholl et al. (2015) using the quasi-bolometric light curves of
CCSNe, and are also similar to the SLSNe(-I) which decline fast
after maximum brightness (e.g., SNe 2010gx, 2011ke, 2011kf,
PTF10hgi, PTF11rks), but not comparable to SLSNe(-R) hav-
10 Rfall and Rtail are the values of Rdec calculated before and af-
ter Tneb. The values of Rfall in the BV RcIc bands for broad-lined
SNe Ic such as SNe 1998bw (∼ 0.11, 0.07, 0.06, and 0.04 mag d−1),
2002ap (∼ 0.09, 0.06, 0.05, and 0.04 mag d−1), 2003jd (∼ 0.09, 0.08,
0.07, 0.06 mag d−1), and 2006aj (∼ 0.12, 0.07, 0.06, 0.05 mag d−1) are
higher than Rtail (∼ 0.02 mag d−1 in the BV RcIc bands for all above-
mentioned CCSNe).
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ing a slow decline after maximum (e.g., SNe 2007bi, 2011bm,
PTF12dam, PS1-11ap). We will discuss this further in Sect. 9.
4.1.1. The secondary bump in SN 2012aa
A second bump in the SN light curve beyond maximum bright-
ness is not common among SNe Ibc. In SN 2012aa it was ob-
served at ∼ 50 d after the principal peak (i.e., ∼ 80 d after the
explosion, assuming a rise time of & 30 d). In the simplest sce-
nario, this secondary bump may be an effect of shock interaction
with clumpy CSM having a jump in its density profile. Under the
assumption that the typical SN shock velocity is ∼ 104 km s−1,
the region of the density jump should be located at a distance of
∼ 1016 cm from the explosion site.
If the density jump is spherically symmetric around the SN
location, it may be in the form of a dense shell, created from an
eruption by the progenitor before the SN explosion. If we con-
sider that the outward radial velocity of the erupted material is
∼ 103 km s−1, we can estimate that in SN 2012aa, the putative
pre-SN stellar eruption happened a few years prior the final ex-
plosion. In the existing pre-SN data on SN 2012aa (Sect. 4.3) we
could not find any significant rise in luminosity due to outburst
as a precursor activity (for e.g., see Smith et al. 2010). This is,
however, not surprising given that our observations are insensi-
tive to the expected small variations and the stellar eruptions are
of short duration, quite unpredictable, and may happen at any
time.
A secondary bump is also observed in the near-infrared light
curves of Type Ia SNe, to some extent similar to the secondary
bump in SN 2012aa. In SNe Ia this is caused by the transition
of Fe III ions to Fe II ions and observable mainly at longer wave-
lengths (Kasen 2006). Unlike SNe Ia, SN 2012aa exhibits a sec-
ondary bump also in the B and V bands. This indicates that the
generation mechanism for the secondary bumps in SN 2012aa is
different from that in SNe Ia.
4.2. Late evolution (> 60 days post peak)
The SN flux started to decrease after ∼ +55 d, showing roughly
an exponential decay beyond +70 d in all bands. We observed a
relatively larger drop (∼ 2 mag) in the B-band flux at the end of
the plateau in comparison to the V RcIc bands (∼ 1 mag). This
is consistent with the decrement of the blue continuum in late-
time (> +50 d) spectra. We calculated the decline rate at this
phase in the rest frame in all bands. Although the observations
are sparse, linear fits to the light curves at > +70 d give the fol-
lowing decline rates [in mag d−1]: γV ≈ 0.014, γR ≈ 0.025, and
γI ≈ 0.014. Certainly this implies that the bolometric flux also
declines rapidly (see Sect. 5). The observed rates are faster than
that of 56Co →56Fe (0.0098 mag d−1), though consistent with
the post-maximum decline rates of SLSN-R events and compa-
rable to the decline rates (Rtail) of SNe Ibc.
4.3. Long-term photometry of the host galaxy
Figure 3 presents the long photometric monitoring of the host
galaxy by CRTS, starting from ∼ 2923 d before the discovery
of SN 2012aa to +515 d after discovery. The weighted mean
magnitude of the host in V , indicated by the dotted line, is
19.11± 0.24; the long-dashed lines are 1σ and the short-dashed
lines are 2σ limits. This value is consistent with the V -band
measurement obtained years after the explosion (Sect. 2.1). The
peak brightnesses of typical precursor events in massive stars
Fig. 3. Long-term monitoring of the host of SN 2012aa. The CRTS
data points represent photometric observations of the system (host +
transient) from ∼ 8 yr prior the burst to ∼ 1.5 yr after the burst. The
dotted line represents the weighted (and scaled to V ) mean magnitude
(19.11 ± 0.24) of the host, calculated after excluding measurements
when the transient was visible. Long-dashed lines are 1σ limits and
short-dashed lines are 2σ limits.
varies roughly between −10 and −15 mag (Smith et al. 2010;
Pastorello et al. 2010a; Smith et al. 2011). At the distance of
SN 2012aa, this corresponds to an apparent brightness of ∼ 22–
25 mag — undetectable in the CRTS long-term monitoring.
In some of the very early-time (∼ 2900 d) observations prior
to the SN, we found that the measurements are marginally higher
than the 2σ limit. Subtracting the mean flux of the host, this
would correspond to a rise to ∼ 20.75 mag, or ∼ −17.59 mag
on the absolute scale. This is about 3–7 mag more luminous than
typical pre-SN outbursts of LBVs, and comparable only to the
precursor activity of SN 1961V. If real, this early event caught
by CRTS is more likely associated with some other SN that hap-
pened in the same host or to nuclear activity in the host itself.
However, note that these early CRTS data were taken when the
CSS-CCD system response was different11. This may also be a
cause for getting a higher flux for the object at early epochs.
5. Color Evolution and Quasi-Bolometric Flux
Figure 4 presents the intrinsic colour evolution of SN 2012aa
and a comparison with other SNe Ic and SLSNe. The left panel
draws the comparison with SNe Ibc (e.g., SNe 1998bw, 2002ap,
2003jd, 2006aj, 2007uy) and Type I SLSNe (e.g., 2007bi,
PTF12dam) in the Bessell system, while for better statistics a
separate comparison between SN 2012aa and Type I SLSNe is
shown in the right panel using Sloan colours. The Sloan colours
of SN 2012aa have been calculated after converting Bessell mag-
nitudes to Sloan magnitudes through “S-corrections” using the
filter responses given by Ergon et al. (2014).
11 The CSS-CCD camera used during the observations taken between
JD 2,453,032 and JD 2,453,182, roughly between 2924 d and 2775 d
prior to the SN discovery, was not thinned. A thinned CCD has been
used for observations of the SN 2012aa field after JD 2,453,182.
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Fig. 4. Colour evolution of SN 2012aa and comparison with other events. All of the colours have been corrected for reddening. Left panel: four
broad-lined SNe Ic [SNe 1998bw (Clocchiatti et al. 2011), 2002ap (Foley et al. 2003), 2003jd (Valenti et al. 2008a), and 2006aj (Ferrero et al.
2006)], along with the normal SN Ibc SN 2007uy (Roy et al. 2013) and two SLSNe Ic [SN 2007bi (Young et al. 2010) and PTF12dam (Nicholl
et al. 2013)] are compared with the colour evolution of SN 2012aa. The shaded region in the central panel ((V −R)0 colour) represents the colour
evolution of SNe Ibc as discussed by Drout et al. (2011). Unlike normal and broad-lined SNe Ibc, SN 2012aa and SLSNe show evolution with
longer timescales. Right panel: the comparison with SLSNe [SNe 2012il, 2011ke, 2011kf, PTF 11hgi, and 11rks from (Inserra et al. 2013); PTF
12dam from (Nicholl et al. 2013); and SN 2010gx from (Pastorello et al. 2010b)]. After maximum brightness, the colour of SNe Ibc appears to
evolve quickly, whereas in SLSNe it evolves more slowly, becoming redder over a longer time. The sudden increment in the (B−V )0 (or (g−r)0)
colour of SN 2012aa after +50 d is similar to the colour variation observed in SN 2010gx.
The difference in colours between SN 2012aa and other simi-
lar events (e.g., SN 2003jd, PTF12dam) at early epochs is below
0.5 mag. If we assume they have similar intrinsic colours, this
confirms that our estimate of the line-of-sight extinction toward
SN 2012aa is reasonable and thus establish that SN 2012aa is in-
deed an intermediate-luminosity transient between CCSNe and
SLSNe in terms of its peak absolute magnitude.
With a larger sample of SNe Ibc, Drout et al. (2011) (also
see the left panel of Fig. 4) found that the (V −Rc)0 colours of
these SNe become redder (an effect of cooling; Piro & Nakar
2013; Taddia et al. 2015) within 5 d after explosion. Then they
rapidly become bluer just before or around the peak (∼ 20 d af-
ter explosion), and subsequently redder again starting 20 d post
maximum. In contrast, the evolutionary timescale of SLSNe I is
much longer. The (g−r)0, (r−i)0, and (r−z)0 colours evolve
gradually from negative/zero values at around peak brightness
to positive values (+0.5–+1 mag) by +50 d. Owing to a lack
of data, both the early-time (before maximum brightness) and
late-time (beyond +50 d) colour evolution of SLSNe is not well
known. The few existing early-time and late-time observations
of the Type I SLSNe 2011ke, 2011kf, and PTF12dam indicate
that these SNe get bluer gradually well before their maxima, and
keep roughly constant colour values beyond +50 d.
Since we do not have any multiband observations of SN
2012aa before peak, from the left panel of Fig. 4 it is difficult
to assess whether this SN behaves like other CCSNe or not. Be-
tween +10 d and +50 d, the (B−V )0 colours of SN 2012aa are
more similar to those of CCSNe rather than those of the Type I
SLSNe 2007bi and PTF12dam. The difference is negligible (and
hence not conclusive) in (V −Rc)0 and (V −Ic)0 colours. A fur-
ther comparison of SN 2012aa with a larger sample of SLSNe is
presented in the right panel of Fig. 4. The increase in (g−r)0
of SN 2012aa is similar to that of SNe 2010gx, 2011ke, 2011kf,
and PTF11rks. Like SN 2010gx, SN 2012aa also shows a jump
in the (g−r)0 (and in (B−V )0) colour after +50 d, owing to a
steeper decline in the blue filter.
The BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light curve has been con-
structed after accounting for the line-of-sight extinction, K-
correction, and cosmological time dilation. A comparison of SN
2012aa with other SLSNe and CCSNe is presented in Fig. 5.12.
Fitting a third-order polynomial to the early part of the quasi-
bolometric light curve sets the epoch of bolometric maximum
about 7 d after V -band maximum, as mentioned in Sect. 4, or
just 4 d after discovery. The rise and decline timescales for the
quasi-bolometric light curve are respectively 34 d and 57 d, con-
12 Quasi-bolometric luminosities of SN 2012aa have been calculated
for those epochs where the SN was detected in at least in two bands.
For the epochs when SN was not observed in some band, the absolute
magnitudes in corresponding bands were calculated by linear interpo-
lation. It should be noted that for the first two epochs, we have only
CRTS data, while for the last four points there is incomplete cover-
age/detections in all BV RcIc bands. For these 6 epochs we calculated
the BV RcIc quasi-bolometric luminosities after measuring the tem-
poral evolution of (MBVRcIc–MV ) as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
Two different polynomials have been fitted to the dataset, calculated
on the epochs for which MBVRcIc and MV were known. After ex-
cluding four deviant points we get two following fits: for t < 50 d,
(MBVRcIc − MV ) = 0.0862 − 0.0018 t, while for t > 50 d,
(MBVRcIc−MV ) = −1.1125+0.0315 t−0.00016 t2, where t is the
time elapsed after V -band maximum. The first fit was used to calculate
MBVRcIc for the first two data points, while the second fit was used to
get MBVRcIc for the last four epochs.
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Fig. 5. The BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light curve of SN 2012aa and
other stripped-envelope CCSNe and SLSNe along with the luminous
event SN 2010jl. The long dashed vertical line shows the epoch of V -
band maximum light. The K-correction and cosmological time dilation
effects have been taken into account. For the first two data points, we
have only CRTS V -band data, while for the last four points there is in-
complete coverage/detection in some bands. For these six epochs we
have calculated the BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light curves after mea-
suring the temporal evolution of (MBVRcIc − MV ) as shown in the
inset.
sistent with the corresponding values calculated from the V band
(see Sect. 4.1).
In Fig. 5 we compare the BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light
curve of SN 2012aa with those of SNe Ibc (e.g., SNe 1998bw,
2003jd, 2007uy) and the SLSN PTF12dam. For completeness,
we also include the H-rich SLSNe 2006gy (Agnoletto et al.
2009) and CSS100217 (Drake et al. 2011), as well as the long-
lived luminous transient Type IIn SN 2010jl (Zhang et al. 2012).
It is clear that in terms of both peak luminosity and light-curve
width, SN 2012aa is intermediate between SNe Ic and SLSNe I.
It probably belongs to the class of luminous transients that are
supported to some extent by an additional powering mechanism
along with radioactive decay. In particular, the bumpy light curve
strongly supports the CSM-interaction scenario. Between +60 d
and +100 d after maximum brightness, the decline rate of the
quasi-bolometric light of SN 2012aa is 0.02 mag d−1, steeper
than the 56Co →56Fe rate though consistent with the decline
rates of SNe Ibc. Beyond +100 d the light curve of SN 2012aa
became flatter.
6. Spectroscopic Evolution of SN 2012aa
The upper panel of Fig. 6 presents the spectral evolution of SN
2012aa at 7 phases, starting from +8 d to +113 d after maximum
brightness. The spectra have been corrected for the redshift of
the host galaxy (z = 0.083; see Sect. 3). In the lower panel, we
show the +113 d spectrum once again with some important lines
marked. The line identification is done mainly by comparing the
spectra with previously published SN Ic and SLSN spectra hav-
ing line identifications (Valenti et al. 2008a; Young et al. 2010;
Nicholl et al. 2013). They are also based on models built using
Fig. 6. Spectral evolution of SN 2012aa. All spectra were normalized
to the average continuum flux density measured in the line-free region
6700–7000 Å and additive offsets were applied for clarity. The dotted
vertical line shows the position of Hα. Phases are with respect to the
date of maximum V -band light. The spectra obtained on +8 d and +51 d
were modeled using SYNOW (red curves) to identify some important
line features.
the fast and highly parameterized SN spectrum-synthesis code,
SYNOW (Millard et al. 1999; Branch et al. 2002).
The position of narrow Hα is marked by a dotted vertical
line. The narrow Hα in the +8, +22, +29, +91, and +113 d spec-
tra is from the host galaxy. The separation between the SN and
the galaxy center is ∼ 1.96′′ (Sect. 7), comparable with the
slit width. Thus, the detection of Hα is highly dependent on
the slit orientation and seeing conditions on the night of obser-
vations. For example, in the observations on +47 d and +50 d,
no host-galaxy line was found in the two-dimensional spec-
tra of the SN. Similarly, the sharp spikes at ∼ 5441 Å in the
+22 d and +29 d rest-wavelength spectra are actually the foot-
prints of telluric emission from Na I D vapor (λλ5890, 5896)
that was saturated during the observations. So, although the ini-
tial (< +50 d after maximum) spectra exhibit some relatively
strong lines with weak broad components, which may resem-
ble the electron-scattering effect during shock interaction, these
are most likely emission lines from the host galaxy and/or unre-
solved telluric emissions in the low-resolution spectra.
6.1. Key features
The blackbody fit as well as SYNOW modeling of the spec-
tra show that the blackbody temperature of the photosphere be-
tween +8 d and +113 d is between roughly within ∼ 8000 K and
7000 K. The initial spectrum (+8 d) is dominated by a continuum
with some broad lines. With time, the SN spectra become redder
and the nebular lines start to appear. In Fig. 7, a comparison of
the spectral evolution of SN 2012aa and that of SNe Ic and H-
poor SLSNe is presented.
The initial spectrum (+8 d) of SN 2012aa is similar to (al-
though redder than) that of the broad-lined Type Ic SNe 2003jd
and 2006aj at −2 d and −5 d (respectively) relative to maximum
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Fig. 7. Spectral comparison between SN 2012aa and other H-poor events. Phases are with respect to the date of maximum light. Left panel:
similarities between SN 2012aa and the broad-lined Type Ic SNe 2003jd (Valenti et al. 2008a), 2006aj (Modjaz et al. 2014), and 2007gr (Valenti
et al. 2008b), as well as the normal Type Ic SN 1994I (Modjaz et al. 2014), are shown. Spectra of SN 2012aa are similar, but redshifted relative,
to those of SN 2003jd. However, unlike the case for SN 2003jd, we can see Fe II lines in SN 2012aa at early stages, quite similar to what was
observed in SNe 1994I and 2007gr. Right panel: comparisons between SN 2012aa and Type Ic SLSNe (e.g., SN 2010gx, Pastorello et al. 2010b;
SN 2007bi, Young et al. 2010; PTF12dam, SSS120810, Nicholl et al. 2013, 2014; and PTF09cnd, Quimby et al. 2011) are shown. The absence
(or weakness) of O II and O III lines in the early-time spectra of SN 2012aa distinguishes it from canonical Type Ic SLSNe. However, near +100 d,
the spectra (except those of SN 2007bi) are similar to each other, as shown in the lower half of this panel.
brightness (see the top-left panel in Fig. 7). We also compared
the spectra of SN 2012aa taken at +8 d and +50 d after maxi-
mum with synthetic spectra generated with SYNOW. The spec-
tra at late epochs are more emission-line dominated (because
the ejecta became more optically thin), and SYNOW model-
ing becomes less useful. As shown in Fig. 6, most of the weak,
broad lines in the bluer part of the +8 d spectrum are repro-
duced with broad Fe II (Gaussian FWHM ∼ 14, 000 km s−1 );
also, the Ca II H&K, Na I D, and Ca II λ8662 absorption dips are
present. However, unlike broad-lined SNe Ic and more like nor-
mal SNe Ic (e.g., SNe 1994I and 2007gr), SN 2012aa starts to
show narrower iron features relatively quickly after the epoch of
maximum ( Gaussian FWHM of Fe II λλ4924, 5018, 5169 lines
became ∼ 5, 000 km s−1 by +22 d).
The noisy absorption feature at 6150 Å in the first spec-
trum can be reproduced either by Si II at 12,500 km s−1 or
by Hα at 20,000 km s−1, while the photospheric velocity is
∼ 12, 000 km s−1 (see Sect. 6.2). This feature can be blended
with Fe II lines as well.
The +22 d and +50 d spectra of SN 2012aa are similar to
the +26 d spectrum of SN 2003jd, with prominent features of
Ca II H&K, Fe II blended with Mg II (and maybe with Mg I]
λ4571 beyond +50 d), as well as Ca II, O I, and O II lines. By
+47 d, Si II absorption becomes more prominent. Finally, as
shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 7, unlike SNe 2012aa and
2003jd, beyond +100 d the normal SNe Ic (e.g., SNe 1994I and
2007gr) become optically thin, marked by the presence of strong
nebular emission features of [O I] λλ6300, 6364 and [Ca II].
In contrast to SN 2012aa, the spectra of Type I SLSNe near
(or before) maximum exhibit an additional “W”-like absorption
feature between 3500 and 4500 Å, which is the imprint of O II
(Pastorello et al. 2010b; Quimby et al. 2011; Inserra et al. 2013).
As shown in the right panel of Fig. 7, the early (+8 d) spectrum
of SN 2012aa is redder in comparison to the +7 d spectrum of
PTF12dam and the +10 d spectrum of SN 2010gx. The features
in the blue part of the first spectrum of SN 2012aa are also not
similar to those found in SN 2010gx and PTF12dam at compa-
rable epochs. However, the late-epoch (∼ +113 d) spectrum of
SN 2012aa is similar to that of SNe 2007bi, 2010gx, PTF09cnd,
and PTF12dam.
Comparison of the spectral evolution of SN 2012aa with that
of both SNe Ic and SLSNe suggests that the broad emission fea-
ture (Gaussian FWHM ≈ 14, 000 km s−1) near Hα (marked
as “X” in the right panel of Fig. 7) could be the emergence of
[O I] λλ6300, 6364. It is prominent in the +47 d spectrum of
SN 2012aa and marginally present already at +29 d. Although
in comparison to other known events this feature is highly red-
shifted (∼ 9500 km s−1 on +47 d) in SN 2012aa, a similar time-
dependent redshift is also noticeable for other lines in SN 2012aa
(see Sect. 6.3).
Alternatively, this feature could be blueshifted
(∼ 3000 km s−1) Hα emission that remains constant throughout
its evolution. It becomes prominent by +47 d, contemporary
with the peak of the secondary light-curve bump and consis-
tent with the CSM-interaction scenario. Between +47 d and
+113 d, the width (FWHM) of this feature remains at around
14,000 km s−1. The values of both the blueshift and FWHM
would be higher than the corresponding values calculated
for CSM-interaction powered SNe (see, e.g., Fransson et al.
2014). Moreover, we do not detect any other Balmer lines in
the spectra — though it is also probable that they would be
highly contaminated by Fe II and other metal lines, making them
difficult to detect in low-resolution spectra.
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Fig. 8. The blue part (3400–5600 Å) of the early-time spectra of SN
2012aa, and comparison with other SNe Ic and H-poor SLSNe. It is
difficult to determine whether SN 2012aa belongs to the SLSN or CCSN
categories.
It is noteworthy that a broad feature at similar rest wave-
length was observed in a few other SLSNe (such as LSQ12dlf
and SSS120810) during their early phases and identified as the
Si II λ6350 doublet (Nicholl et al. 2014; see also Fig. 7). How-
ever, unlike feature “X” (which was strong until +113 d), the
feature in LSQ12dlf and SSS120810 was almost washed-out by
+60 d.
We next compare the blue part (3400–5600 Å) of the first
spectrum of SN 2012aa with the early spectral evolution of
SLSNe (e.g., SN 2010gx) and CCSNe (e.g., SNe 1994I, 2003jd,
2006aj; see Fig. 8). Although the broad features of SN 2012aa
during this phase (such as Ca II, Mg II, and Fe II with Gaussian
FWHM ≈ 12, 000 km s−1) are similar to those in the +10 d
spectrum of SN 2010gx, the early key features of SLSNe (like
O II lines) are not detected in the spectra of SN 2012aa. The pres-
ence of the Fe II and Mg II blend (Gaussian FWHM ≈ 150 Å )
around 4800 Å in this early-time spectrum distinguishes it from
canonical SLSNe and broad-lined CCSNe (like SNe 2003jd
and 2006aj). At comparable epochs, both SLSNe and broad-
lined SN Ic spectra show a very broad absorption dip (FWHM
≈ 350 Å in SN 2010gx), which is probably a blend of Fe II mul-
tiplets. On the other hand, the Type Ic SNe 1994I and 2007gr
exhibit Fe II and Mg II blends that are quite similar to those of
SN 2012aa.
Furthermore, in terms of the timescales, the features that dis-
tinguish SN 2012aa from SLSNe are visible in the red part (>
7000 Å) of the spectra. The lines [Ca II] λλ7291, 7324, [O II]
λλ7319, 7330, O I λ7774, Ca II λλ8498, 8542, 8662, and [C I]
λ8730, which are strong in SN 2012aa spectra starting from
+50 d, are barely detected before +80 d in the SLSN samples pre-
sented by Inserra et al. (2013). Nicholl et al. (2015) also noticed
that, although the O I and Ca II near-infrared lines start appear-
ing beyond +50 d in SLSNe, these features (along with other for-
bidden lines like [Ca II]) become strong only at & +100 d after
maximum. These lines are instead common in SNe Ibc, even just
after maximum brightness (e.g., Millard et al. 1999; Branch et al.
2002; Valenti et al. 2008a; Roy et al. 2013), and also in SNe II
during the late photospheric phase (Filippenko et al. 1994; Pas-
torello et al. 2004). In this sense, SN 2012aa is more similar to
SNe Ic than to Type I SLSNe.
To summarize, although the overall spectral evolution of
Type I SLSNe is similar to that of canonical SNe Ic, the
timescales for SLSNe are much longer than for their correspond-
ing low-luminosity versions. The nature of the SN 2012aa light
curve is more similar to that of SLSNe, while the timescale (and
nature) of its spectral evolution more closely resembles that of
normal SNe Ic.
However, there are caveats. The Type I SLSNe like PTF11rks
started to exhibit Fe II, Mg II, and Si II features from ∼ +3 d
post maximum, as is common in SNe Ic. Beyond +60 d the dis-
tinct Fe II multiplet features near 5000 Å were noticed in SLSN
PTF11hgi (Inserra et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2015). These were
not prominent in the broad-lined SNe Ic associated with engine-
driven explosions such as SNe 1998bw, 2006aj, 2003dh, 2003jd,
and 2003lw at comparable epochs, although present in the Type
Ic SNe 1994I and 2007gr, and also in stripped-envelope SNe Ib
like SN 2009jf (Valenti et al. 2011). It is also worth noting that
the emission lines in SN 2012aa start appearing at a relatively
early stage in comparison to what is seen for SLSNe, and there is
not a considerable change in the features beyond +50 d. Almost
all features persist up to the epoch of the last (+113 d) spectrum
with comparable line ratios, which is unusual in normal SNe Ic.
In that sense, the timescale of SN 2012aa is longer than that of
most normal SNe Ic.
6.2. Photospheric velocity
The Fe II λλ4924, 5018, 5169 absorption lines throughout the
spectral evolution helped us determine the photospheric veloc-
ity (vphot) of SN 2012aa. Figure 9 illustrates a comparison of
the velocities of these metal lines in SN 2012aa with the photo-
spheric velocities of other SNe Ic and SLSNe. Uncertainties are
calculated by estimating the scatter in repeated measurement of
the absorption dips; the error bars represent the 2σ variation. Al-
though near peak brightness the velocities of individual lines are
comparable with each other, at late stages a deviation in their ve-
locites is noticed. The dashed line represents the average veloc-
ities of these three lines and can be considered as representative
of the photospheric velocity of SN 2012aa.
The average evolution of these Fe lines sets vphot to ∼
11, 400 km s−1 at maximum brightness. The comparison (Fig.
9) shows the SN 2012aa velocity evolution is comparable to
that of SNe Ibc rather than to the shallow velocity profiles of
SLSNe. The flattened velocity profiles of SLSNe and in contrast
to that for CCSNe has been seen in moderate samples (∼ 15
objects, Chomiuk et al. 2011; Nicholl et al. 2015; see also Fig
9). Such a velocity evolution in SLSNe had been predicted as
a consequence of the magnetar-driven explosion model; if the
energy released by the spin-down magnetar is higher than the
kinetic energy of the SN, the entire ejecta will be swept up in
a dense shell and will propagate with a uniform velocity un-
til the shell becomes optically thin to electron scattering on a
timescale of 100 d after explosion (Kasen & Bildsten 2010). On
the other hand, a power-law decline of the photospheric veloci-
ties in SNe Ibc is a consequence of homologous expansion. Since
the average photospheric velocity profile of SN 2012aa is similar
to that of CCSNe, a homologous expansion is more likely in SN
2012aa than a magnetar-driven scenario.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the photospheric velocity of SN 2012aa with that
of SNe Ibc and SLSNe. Velocities of Fe II λλ4924, 5018, 5169 absorp-
tion in SN 2012aa are indicated with filled squares, circles, and trian-
gles, respectively. The dashed line represents the average photospheric
velocity of SN 2012aa calculated from the Fe II lines. All of the tran-
sients labeled in the left column are SNe Ibc, while the SLSNe Ic are
labeled in the right column. For all SLSNe, the velocities at individual
epochs have been connected with dotted lines. The photospheric veloc-
ities (measured from Fe II and Si II lines) of other transients in the plot
have been adopted from the literature: SN 2007bi from Young et al.
(2010); all other SLSNe are from Nicholl et al. (2015); SNe 2002ap,
2006aj, and 2008D are from Mazzali et al. (2008); SNe 1994I and
1998bw are from Patat et al. (2001); SNe 2003jd, 2007gr, and PTF10qts
are from Valenti et al. (2008a), Hunter et al. (2009), and Walker et al.
(2014), respectively.
6.3. Line velocities
Figure 10 shows the velocity evolution of different lines at
around 4571 Å, 5893 Å, 6300 Å, and 7774 Å. The zero veloc-
ity of each panel corresponds to the aforementioned rest wave-
lengths (marked at the top of each panel).
If the SN emission is not shock-dominated, the spherical ho-
mologous expansion of optically thick ejecta would produce a
spectrum with simple P-Cygni line profiles that are a combina-
tion of emission and absorption features; the emission peak is
always centered at the rest wavelength of the line (and hence at
zero velocity in the rest frame), while the absorption dip gets
blueshifted, which is a measure of outflow velocity. Unlike this
simple P-Cygni feature, we noticed a velocity evolution of the
emission components of several spectral lines in SN 2012aa.
As shown in Figure 10, near maximum light the emission fea-
ture (tentatively marked as a blend of Fe II and Mg II) near
4571 Å was blueshifted from the rest position by−5000 km s−1.
With time this feature became redshifted by 10,000 km s−1,
and finally at +113 d it was redder with a projected velocity
of ∼ +5000 km s−1. Similarly, after its emergence at around
+29 d, the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 doublet (marked by the “X” in the
third panel) also exhibits a redshift of 10,000 km s−1, consistent
with the redshift of the emission feature at 4571 Å. Similar ve-
locity evolution of the emission lines could indicate an aspherical
evolution of these line-forming regions. This kind of analysis of
Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of some spectral windows in SN 2012aa.
The zero velocity shown with a dotted line in each panel marks the rest
wavelength of the corresponding element mentioned at the top of the
panels. The flux density scale is relative. The flux of each line has been
scaled in the same way as for the entire spectra mentioned in Figure 6.
The dashed lines are the boundaries between which the emission peaks
and absorption dips get shifted during the SN evolution. The downward
arrows in the second panel show the blueshift of the Na I D absorption.
The arrow marked with “X” shows the emergence of [O I] by +29 d.
course depends on the assumption that we can identify single el-
ements that dominate the time evolution of their spectral region.
The redshift of the feature near 4571 Å may be caused by the
emergence of the Mg I] emission line. However, in SNe Ibc at
comparable epochs (& 110d post maximum) the strength of this
semi-forbidden line is often much less than that of other nebu-
lar lines (e.g., Taubenberger et al. 2009, their figure 1). In SN
2012aa at similar epochs this feature is stronger than that ob-
served in SNe Ibc. Moreover, ∼ 5, 000 km s−1 redshift with re-
spect to its rest position at this stage (+113d) of evolution makes
this line quite unlikely to be Mg I] in a spherically expanding SN
envelope.
The absorption dip of the Fe II plus Mg II blend is at ∼
−18, 200 km s−1 in the first spectrum, while in the last spec-
trum it is at∼ −13, 200 km s−1. Similarly, the FWHM of [O I] at
+47 d is ∼ 11, 900 km s−1, and it decreased to ∼ 9700 km s−1
by +113 d. Similarly the absorption dip of the Na I D line is at
∼ 13, 000 km s−1 at +22d and decreased to ∼ 10, 500 km s−1
by +113d post maximum. Such values are higher than the pho-
tospheric velocity (Sect. 6.2), indicating that these line-emitting
regions could be detached from the photosphere.
The shapes of line profiles of Fe-group elements and [O I]
are dependent on the distribution of 56Ni inside the ejecta and/or
can be affected by blending (even for a symmetric distribu-
tion of 56Ni). Even with an extremely aspherical distribution of
56Ni inside spherical ejecta, the [O I] profile can be distorted by
∼ 3000 km s−1 (Maeda et al. 2008; Modjaz et al. 2008b). Thus,
the highly redshifted lines in SN 2012aa probably indicate an
extreme asphericity in the ejecta themselves — perhaps the ejec-
tion of a blob receding away at ∼ 10, 000 km s−1.
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Fig. 11. The velocity evolution of Fe II lines in SN 2012aa. The three
lines Fe II λλ4924, 5018, 5169 are difficult to identify unambiguously.
We found two different possibilities in SN 2012aa, shown here using
the +50 d spectrum; the lines are respectively marked with blue, orange,
and red arrows in the insets. Lower panel: the velocity evolution is a
power law common in CCSNe. Upper panel: the velocity evolution has
a shallow decline common in SLSNe.
The O I λ7774 line, which started to emerge almost simul-
taneously with [O I] λλ6300, 6364 (see fourth panel), evolved
like a canonical P-Cygni feature: the emission peak remained
at around zero velocity, while the absorption dip was initially
blueshifted by ∼ −10, 000 km s−1, slowed down, and finally
stayed at ∼ −5000 km s−1. This suggests a spherical homolo-
gous expansion of this particular line-emitting region and con-
trasts with the evolution of the “X” profile, if we assume it to
be [O I] λλ6300, 6364. We speculate that this situation can only
happen under extreme asymmetry, when a blob enriched with
[O I] λλ6300, 6364 is ejected away from the expanding SN with
a velocity of ∼ 10, 000 km s−1.
6.4. Fe II velocities
In Fig. 11, we show the +50 d spectrum of SN 2012aa, marking
three absorption lines of Fe II λ4924, λ5018, and λ5169 in blue,
orange, and red (respectively). The lower panel illustrates that in
one set of combinations the Fe II velocity profile will be close to
a power law, representing homologous expansion and compara-
ble to the photospheric velocity profiles of CCSNe. This velocity
is consistent with the profile of other elements, and we therefore
consider it as the representation of the photospheric velocity of
SN 2012aa (used in Sect. 6.2 and Sect. 6.3). On the other hand,
in a different set of absorption-line combinations (shown in the
upper panel of the figure), we would get a shallow velocity pro-
file, more consistent with that of SLSNe (e.g., see Fig. 9).
Although the power-law profile is more feasible in SN
2012aa, the shallow decline cannot be completely ruled out. In
this case the velocity profiles of individual Fe II lines are actu-
ally more mutually consistent, and in all SYNOW models we
get a better fit for Fe II lines by keeping their velocities higher
than the photospheric velocity, and evolving them as a detached
shell. From the spectrum (upper panel, Fig. 11) we can also
see that Gaussian FWHM values (∼ 3000 km s−1) of the Fe II
lines in this combination are more consistent with each other
than the alternative combination (lower panel). If the shallow
profile (upper panel) would be maintained by the Fe II in SN
2012aa, along with a lower photospheric velocity profile (like in
the lower panel), we may draw the following conclusions.
The velocity of Fe II lines at maximum brightness is ∼
18, 000 km s−1, declines to ∼ 16, 000 km s−1 within 20 days,
and remains constant at that value for the next 60 days, finally
dropping to 12,000 km s−1 at 100 d after the peak. In this sce-
nario, the velocity profile of Fe II lines in SN 2012aa is much
higher than the typical velocities of SLSNe (e.g., 10, 500 ±
3100 km s−1; Nicholl et al. 2015) measured at a comparable
phase. Higher bulk velocity along with a narrow velocity spread
(FWHM) of Fe II absorption lines is not common among SNe Ic;
high velocities of the lines generally make the corresponding
profiles broader (Modjaz et al. 2015).
7. Properties of the host galaxy
The spectral and photometric differences of SN 2012aa com-
pared with the well-known canonical CCSNe and Type I SLSNe
motivate us to investigate the nature of its host.
Figure 12 presents the spectrum of the host taken ∼ 905 d
after the SN discovery, when the SN had disappeared. It ex-
hibits the Hα line along with [N II] λλ6548, 6584, [S II] λλ6716,
6731, Hβ, and [O II] λ3727, characteristic of a spiral galaxy with
Sa/Sb/Sbc subclasses (Kennicutt 1992). Fixing the morpholog-
ical index (T-type) parameter for this galaxy as 3.3 from the
“Third Reference Catalog (RC3) of Bright Galaxies” (de Vau-
couleurs et al. 1991) and assuming (from optical images) a posi-
tion angle of∼ 0◦, we calculate a typical deprojected dimension
of the host as ∼ 6′′, corresponding to a physical size of ∼ 8 kpc.
Thus, the host of SN 2012aa is much smaller than our own Milky
Way Galaxy and other spiral hosts of nearby SNe Ibc.
Measurements of the overall metallicity of the host and that
at the SN location are important for understanding the proper-
ties of the birth places of SN progenitors. The first entity can be
measured either in an indirect way from the B-band luminosity
of the host (Tremonti et al. 2004) or directly after calculating the
[N II] λ6584/Hα ratio in the host nucleus (Pettini & Pagel 2004).
These diagnostics have been used by several similar studies (e.g.,
Anderson et al. 2010; Taddia et al. 2013, and references therein).
The apparent B magnitude of the host is 20.17 ± 0.06,
which corresponds to an absolute magnitude of ∼ −18.13. Us-
ing the empirical relationship between B-band luminosity and
metallicity found for SDSS galaxies (Tremonti et al. 2004), we
find the overall metallicity of the host to be [12 + log(O/H)]
= 8.58+0.05−0.02 dex. This implies the overall metallicity of the host,
Z ≈ 0.78 Z, where [12 + log(O/H)] ≈ 8.69 dex is the solar
metallicity in terms of oxygen abundance (Asplund et al. 2009).
The second method is to calculate the metallicity from
the [N II] λ6584/Hα ratio, the so-called N2 diagnostic (Pet-
tini & Pagel 2004). Owing to the similar wavelengths of these
lines, this method is neither dependent on the correct measure-
ment of extinction nor affected by differential slit losses. From
our +905 d spectrum, we measure this flux ratio to be 0.391,
which gives the metallicity of the host to be [12 + log(O/H)]
≈ 8.72 dex, which corresponds to Z ≈ 1.07 Z.
Hence, the overall metallicity of the host is Zhost = 0.92 ±
0.34 Z, which is consistent both with the solar metallicity and
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Fig. 12. Optical spectrum of the host-galaxy center taken with NOT
+905 d after discovery of SN 2012aa. Prominent lines are marked. The
spectrum suggests that the host is a typical star-forming galaxy of Type
Sa/Sb/Sbc. From the observed wavelength of Hα, we measured the
host-galaxy redshift to be z = 0.083.
with the average metallicity of the star-forming galaxies hosting
SNe IIP and normal SNe Ibc (Anderson et al. 2010).
The diagnostic tool known as a BPT diagram (Baldwin et al.
1981) is an important means for determining the nature of the
host. It shows the distribution of galaxies in the log([N II]/Hα)
vs. log([O III]/Hβ) plane. Different schemes have been proposed
to classify the galaxies using SDSS data (e.g., Kewley et al.
2006). Using this tool, it has been found that SLSNe gener-
ally reside in galaxies that are considerably different from star-
forming galaxies hosting CCSNe (see Sect. 9). We use the
BPT diagram to diagnose the host of SN 2012aa. We measure
log([N II]/Hα) = −0.407, but [O III] emission is absent in the
host spectrum. Considering the continuum flux level as the min-
imum possible flux for of [O III] we find log([O III]/Hβ) .
−0.796. These two quantities satisfy the inequality (see Kewley
et al. 2006) log([O III]/Hβ)< 0.61/[log([N II]/Hα)−0.05]+1.3,
which defines the region of star-forming galaxies in the BPT di-
agram. Thus, we conclude that the host of SN 2012aa is a nor-
mal star-forming galaxy. This is consistent with the conclusion
drawn from the metallicity measurement.
8. Physical parameters
The SN can be powered either entirely by radioactive 56Ni →
56Co decay or by CSM interaction (or both). Here we discuss
the above two scenarios for SN 2012aa.
8.1. Radioactive powering
We adopt the analytical relations of Arnett (1982) to estimate
explosion parameters from the observables. Assuming the power
source to be concentrated in the inner parts of the ejecta, the
total ejected mass (Mej) and the amount of 56Ni produced during
explosive nucleosynthesis can be derived from both the peak and
tail luminosities of SN 2012aa. It can also be measured by fitting
the light curve of SN 2012aa with the stretched and scaled light
curve of SN 1998bw, for which the Ni mass and Mej are known
(Cano 2013).
The BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light curve of SN 2012aa
shows a declining tail with a rate of 0.02 mag d−1 from +60 d
to +100 d. This is comparable to the decline rates of SNe Ibc
(see Sect. 4.2). Under the assumption that for SN 2012aa this
phase is mainly powered by radioactivity, the scaling rela-
tion to SN 1987A can be applied to estimate the amount of
56Ni. Assuming the rise time of SN 2012aa is &30 d, we can
say that roughly 130 d after explosion, the luminosity of SN
2012aa is (L12aa)130 ≈ 2.4 × 1042 erg s−1. At a compara-
ble phase, the BV RcIc luminosity of the well-studied Type II
SN 1987A was (L87A)130 ≈ 1.2 × 1041 erg s−1. Assuming
that in both events the γ-rays from radioactive yields were fully
trapped inside the ejecta at 130 d after the explosion, we can
write (L12aa)130/(L87A)130 ≈ (MNi)12aa/(MNi)87A, and un-
der above mentioed assumption we obtain a lower-limit of the
amount of radioactive Ni for SN 2012aa, (MNi)12aa ≈ 1.4 M,
where (MNi)87A = 0.075 M (Elmhamdi et al. 2003).
Following Arnett (1982), the amount of 56Ni can also be
calculated from the peak luminosity after accounting for the
peak width of the light curve, which is an estimate of the diffu-
sion timescale. Using the same analytical approach, and taking
only the rise time into account, Stritzinger & Leibundgut (2005)
found the following relation for Type I events:
MNi/M = (Lpeak/erg s−1)/
[6.45× 1043 e−tr/8.8 + 1.45× 1043 e−tr/111.3],
where tr is the rise time in days, MNi is in solar mass units,
and Lpeak is the peak luminosity in erg s−1. However, this ex-
pression is more applicable for those cases where the rise time is
comparable to the decline time and hence the diffusion timescale
can be quantified only by tr. For different rise and decline times,
tr can be replaced by the geometric mean (τm) of τris and
τdec. For the quasi-bolometric curves, for SN 2012aa we get
τm ≈ 44 d. Since Lpeak ≈ 1.6 × 1043 erg s−1, this implies
MNi ≈ 1.6 M, consistent with the value found from the late-
time light curve.
Moreover, considering both diffusion timescale and velocity
at the peak the amount of ejected mass can be derived (Arnett
1996; Nicholl et al. 2015):
Mej ≈ 0.77 M(k/0.1 cm2 g−1)−1(vphot/109 cm s−1)(τm/10 d)2,
where vphot is the peak photospheric velocity in cm s−1 and k
is the opacity. In the literature different values of k have been
adopted, normally varying between 0.05 and 0.1. To maintain
consistency with the approach of Cano (2013), we adopt k =
0.07 cm2 g−1. For τm ≈ 44 days and vphot = 11, 400 kms, we
then get Mej ≈ 24 M.
Here we caution the reader that this is the maximum pos-
sible amount of 56Ni produced by SN 2012aa if and only if
the entire light curve is powered by radioactivity. Although the
amount of 56Ni derived from the tail luminosity and peak lu-
minosity are consistent with each other, the secondary peak in
the light curve makes this scenario unlikely. The data during the
late phases does not allow us to constrain the onset of the opti-
cally thin phase powered only by radioactive decay. If we con-
sider that intrinsically the SN 2012aa light curve is symmetric
around the radioactively powered peak while the slow decline
is instead produced by CSM interaction, we can replace τm by
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Fig. 13. The BV RcIc quasi-bolometric light curve of SN 1998bw is
fitted to that of SN 2012aa by stretching and scaling. Lower panel: for
this fit the data points of SN 2012aa during its secondary bump have
not been considered. Upper panel: for this fit the data points during the
secondary bump have been considered. See text for details.
τris = 34 d in the two above expressions and get Mej ≈ 14 M
and MNi ≈ 1.3 M.
In another approach (Cano 2013), we also use the BV RcIc
quasi-bolometric light curve of SN 1998bw published by Cloc-
chiatti et al. (2011) as a template and fit it to that of SN 2012aa
by stretching along the time axis and scaling in luminosity; see
Fig. 13. In the lower panel we have not considered the data
points of SN 2012aa observed during the secondary peak, giv-
ing Mej = 10.9–11.7 M and MNi = 1.3–1.4 M. These re-
sults are consistent with the values obtained from Arnett’s rule
considering only τris. However, as shown in the Fig. 13, this pro-
cess cannot fit the very first observation. We also fit the peak of
the light curve considering also the bump (upper panel, Fig. 13).
Obviously, it will not fit the late part, but it can well describe the
rise. The obtained values for this fit are Mej = 28.4–30.0 M
and MNi = 1.2–1.3 M. These values are reasonably consistent
with results obtained by considering the higher-velocity profile
of Fe II lines with peak vphot = 18, 000 km s−1 and τris = 34 d:
Mej = 22.9 M and MNi = 1.3 M.
For the rest of this work, after comparing the spectroscopic
and photometric properties of SN 2012aa with those of other
CCSNe and SLSNe, we have adopted the following approxi-
mate values for the ejected mass and amount of 56Ni produced
by SN 2012aa : Mej & 14 M and MNi ≈ 1.3 M. Hence,
the kinetic energy of the explosion (Arnett 1996) is roughly
EK = 0.3Mej vphot
2 ≈ 5.4× 1051 ergs.
8.2. CSM interaction powering
The presence of a secondary bump in the light curves implies
that radioactivity is not the only power source for SN 2012aa.
Another way to get such high luminosity is CSM interaction.
For strong CSM interaction, a dense environment is required.
Comparing the rise and decline timescales of SN 2012aa with
those of other interacting SLSNe and SNe Ic (Nicholl et al. 2015,
Fig. 14. The magnetar model is fitted to the observed BV RcIc quasi-
bolometric light curve of SN 2012aa. We adopted the model proposed
by Inserra et al. (2013). However, we only consider the power sup-
plied by the magnetar, not that of radioactive decay. The errors asso-
ciated with the observations have been calculated after propageting the
errors in magnitudes only. While getting the best fit model we have ex-
cluded the data that corresponds to the bump in the lightcurve (marked
by the open circles). The Residual of the best fitted model has been
shown in the lower panel along with the fitted data points (filled cir-
cles). Here Residual is defined as: Residual = (Observeddata −
Modeldata)/Modeldata. For the best-fit model we found Mej =
16.0 ± 1.7 M, the magnetic field of the proto-magnetar B = (6.5 ±
0.3)× 1014 G, and the initial spin period P = 7.1± 0.6 ms.
and references therein), suggests that ∼5 – 10 M of CSM was
expelled by the progenitor, while the amount of ejected mass
could be ∼ 10 – 15 M.
We compare ourlight curves with with results from recent
hydrodynamical simulations from Sorokina et al. (2015), where
the importance of CSM interaction in SLSNe was investigated.
According to this study, an optical light curve with a sharp rise
(∼ 20 d) before peak along with a fast decline after +50 d is
possible in an explosion with ejected mass of only 0.2 M and
kinetic energy ∼ 2 × 1051 ergs within a 9.7 M CSM having a
wind profile with index ∼ 1.8. On the other hand, a longer rise
time (∼ 50 d) and shallow decline in the optical post-peak light
curve was achieved by an explosion with ejected mass 5 M and
kinetic energy ∼ 4× 1051 ergs within a 49 M CSM.
The light-curve properties of SN 2012aa fall in-between
these two categories. Fine tuning of the parameters could likely
get a better match for the pure CSM interaction scenario, but
we also note that the simulations of Sorokina et al. (2015) do
not include the effects of 56Ni, which could be an oversimplifi-
cation, and that the existence of a secondary bump requires the
CSM to be distributed in a dense shell rather than in a constant
wind. SN 2012aa could be an example where a combination of
both radioactive decay and CSM interaction is responsible for
the light-curve evolution.
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8.3. Magnetar powering
A third scenario is the presence of a central engine — a
proto-magnetar releasing spin energy that eventually powers the
light curve over a long time. Several SLSN bolometric light
curves have been modeled using this prescription. Here we have
adopted the semi-analytical model developed by Inserra et al.
(2013). We assumed that the secondary bump in SN 2012aa is
produced by some other physical process; hence, when mod-
eling we do not try to fit the data obtained during that pe-
riod.We assumed that the photospheric velocity during the prin-
cipal peak is ∼ 12, 000 km s−1, the kinetic energy of the ex-
plosion is ∼ 1051 ergs, and the rise time is 30–35 d. The best fit
model obtained by following Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) least-
squares minimization technique (Moré 1978) is shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 14, while the lower panel shows the resid-
ualr. It gives the following values for the explosion parameters:
Mej = 16.0±1.7 M, magnetic field of the proto-magnetarB =
(6.5± 0.3)× 1014 G, and initial spin period P = 7.1± 0.6 ms.
Apart from the bump, the model describes the overall broad ob-
served light curve of SN 2012aa; The model gets slightly devi-
ated (however within error) from the observed light curve be-
yond +60 d past maximum.
9. Discussion in the context of other events
From the above analysis it seems that SN 2012aa is a intermedi-
ate object between normal SNe Ic and SLSNe I. In this section
we discuss the optical characteristics of SN 2012aa in the context
of SNe Ic and SLSNe.
9.1. Comparison of photometric characteristics
The Rc-band absolute magnitude at peak (MR ≈ −20 mag) of
SN 2012aa is on the bright end, though consistent with, that of
the SN Ic distribution (−19.0±1.1 mag; Drout et al. 2011). How-
ever, its broader peak and higher tail luminosity require a larger
amount of radioactive 56Ni and more ejected mass, if modeled
with the Arnett law. In addition, the presence of the secondary
bump in the light curve requires some additional physical pro-
cess.
As shown in Fig. 5, the peak bolometric luminosity of SN
2012aa is ∼ 1.6 × 1043 erg s−1 (MBV RcIc ≈ −19.9 mag),
which is higher than that of engine-driven explosions such as the
Type Ic SNe 1998bw (∼ 7.5 × 1042 erg s−1), 2006aj (∼ 5.9 ×
1042 erg s−1), 2003jd (∼ 6.5 × 1042 erg s−1), and the normal
Type Ib SN 2007uy (∼ 6.4×1042 erg s−1). However, it is much
less than the average peak luminosity (∼ 8.2 × 1043 erg s−1 or
MBol ≈ −21.7 mag) of Type I SLSNe (Quimby et al. 2013)
as well as slowly declining SLSNe exemplified by PTF12dam
(Nicholl et al. 2013) in Fig. 5. In SLSN-I the typical decline
rates after maximum brightness are much faster than the ra-
dioactive decay rate of 56Co. For example, in SN 2010gx the
g, r, and i decline rates were γg ≈ 0.135, γr ≈ 0.084, and
γi ≈ 0.086 mag d−1. Similar measurements for SNe Ibn like
SN 2011hw give: γB ≈ 0.058, γV ≈ 0.052, γR ≈ 0.055, and
γI ≈ 0.047 mag d−1. The steeper decline than radioactive decay
in these SNe was argued to be either due to powering by CSM in-
teraction with no 56Ni or caused by substantial dust formation at
late epochs (Pastorello et al. 2010b, 2015). On the other hand, in
the slowly declining SLSNe (e.g., PTF12dam) or SLSN-R (e.g.,
SN 2007bi) the decline rate is much slower: for PTF12dam the
values are γg ≈ 0.02, γr ≈ 0.014, and γi ≈ 0.015 mag d−1,
while for SN 2007bi these are γB ≈ 0.024, γV ≈ 0.018,
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Fig. 15. Comparison of SN 2012aa quasi-bolometric light curve with
those of SLSNe Ic and SNe Ibc. The SLSN datasets are obtained from
Inserra et al. (2013) and Nicholl et al. (2015), while the SN Ibc datasets
are from Taddia et al. (2015). SLSN-R are distinctly different from
SLSN-I. There may be two categories (A and B) of SLSN-I. The solid
lines represent the mean of each population. The plot also presents the
decay rate of 56Co and the well-observed Type II SN 1987A, which had
a nebular decline consistent with 56Co decay.
γR ≈ 0.012, and γI ≈ 0.006 mag d−1. These values are compa-
rable (but not identical) to 56Co decay.
By studying the evolution of bolometric light curves of
SLSNe, Nicholl et al. (2015) found that for H-poor SLSNe-I,
20 . τdec . 40 d (i.e., 0.05 > Rdec > 0.03 mag d−1), while
for SLSN-R τdec ∼ 55–90 d (i.e., 0.02 > Rdec > 0.01 mag d−1).
The rise timescales of these two sets of SNe are respectively
10 . τris . 25 d and 25 . τris . 40 d. They also found that for
the entire sample, τdec > τris and generally τdec increases with
τris, implying two possible distributions of SLSNe in the τris vs.
τdec plane, where one set of SLSNe (with smaller values of τris
and τdec) falls near the position of normal CCSNe.
The rise and decline timescales of the bolometric light curve
of SN 2012aa are τris = 34 d and τdec = 57 d, which implies that
this SN is an event in between the two aforementioned distribu-
tions. Its decline (∼ 0.03 mag d−1) before the secondary bump
is similar to that of SLSN-I and SNe Ic, while the relatively
slower decline (0.02 mag d−1) after +70 d is similar to SLSN-
R and not very different from that expected from 56Co decay.
We also note that among the SLSNe-I (which behave similar to
SNe Ic in the τris vs. τdec plane), some events (e.g., SNe 2011ke,
2012il, PTF10hgi, LSQ14mo; see Nicholl et al. 2015, their fig.
1) show a decline trend after ∼ 60 d past maximum that is sim-
ilar to SN 2012aa (i.e., 0.02 mag d−1) and comparable to 56Co
decay.
Figure 15 presents the light curves of different SNe Ibc and
SLSNe I along with that of SN 2012aa13 as well as the Type II
13 The conversion of the quasi-bolometric luminosity of SN 2012aa to
Mgriz magnitude was done by following the relation (Nicholl et al.
2015)
Mgriz = −2.5 log10[LBol/(3.055× 1035)].
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SN 1987A which has a late time decline consistent with 56Co de-
cay. Some SLSNe I start to show flattening in their light curves
at earlier phases than others in this group. Before +60 d, they
decline faster (& 0.03 mag d−1), while at later stages the slope
is more shallow (∼ 0.02 mag d−1). It seems that the events
PTF10hgi, SN 2011ke, SN 2012aa, and SN 2012il belong to
a subset that exhibits the photometric characteristics of both
SLSNe-I (potentially shock dominated) and SLSNe-R (poten-
tially radioactivity dominated).
Based on Fig. 15, we tentatively divide SLSN I into two cat-
egories (hereafter A and B). The SNe that fall inside the first set
(category A) decline faster than the decay rate of 56Co, while
the events that fall in the second set (category B) may show a
radioactive decay phase (& 60 d after maximum light). At a con-
siderable time after maximum (e.g., at +150 d as shown in fig-
ure), the second set becomes brighter than the first set, although
dimmer than SLSNe-R. We also note that the mean peak width
(measurement of the diffusion timescale) of category B is nar-
rower than for category A. More extensive follow-up observa-
tions of these events at late phases are required to further under-
stand any different subclasses of these stellar explosions.
9.2. Comparison of host properties
Using a sample of 23 SLSN hosts, Leloudas et al. (2015)
found that H-poor SLSNe mostly occur in extreme emission-
line galaxies (EELGs; Amorín et al. 2015), whereas SLSNe-II
can be found in more massive, metal-rich, and relatively evolved
galaxies. In contrast to H-poor SLSNe, broad-lined SNe Ic have
not been found in EELGs and are associated with evolved star-
forming galaxies (Modjaz et al. 2008a). In this context the host
of SN 2012aa provides an example, with MB ≈ −18.13 mag
and Zhost = 0.92 ± 0.34 Z. This makes it in between the or-
dinary star-forming galaxies and the hosts of GRB-associated
events, where the latter preferentially occur in low-luminosity
and low-metallicity environments (Modjaz et al. 2008a).
With an extended galaxy sample, Anderson & Soto (2013)
found that the hosts in which only a single CCSN has been
found have a median absolute magnitude as low as −20.64 in
B (also see Taddia et al. 2013 for the cumulative distribution of
the B magnitudes of the host galaxies of CCSNe). The host of
SN 2012aa has absolute B magnitude ∼ −18.13. This implies
that SN 2012aa occurred in a relatively faint galaxy compared to
galaxies that normally host CCSNe.
9.3. Investigating other possibilities
There are other scenarios which may produce a light curve
and/or spectra similar to those observed in SN 2012aa.
As discussed in Sect. 1, TDEs also fill the luminosity and
timescale gap between CCSNe and SLSNe. However, these
events are generally expected to occur in galactic nuclei where
the supermassive black hole (SMBH) resides. They could poten-
tially be found at a location away from the center, if the entire
system has two SMBHs. SN 2012aa exploded in the outskirts of
its host, and in the late-time template image taken with the TNG
we do not see any additional flux enhancement at the SN loca-
tion. There is thius no evidence for a SMBH at the location of the
SN. The spectral behaviour of SN 2012aa is also not comparable
with those of known TDEs.
If the emission near Hα is indeed due to H, it could be prefer-
able to call SN 2012aa a Type II event. Several SNe IIn and Ibn
have been discovered with peak magnitudes between ∼ −19
and −20 (Zhang et al. 2012; Pastorello et al. 2016, and refer-
ences therein). In all such cases, strong, narrow emission features
(from unshocked CSM) with a broad component (from shocked
CSM, predominantly H and/or He) have been observed. This was
not seen in SN 2012aa . The impression of a narrow Hα line in
the first three spectra is instead most likely caused by contami-
nation by emission from the host center, which was unresolved
from the SN during the observations. Spectral comparison with
other events shows that SN 2012aa is of Type Ic. The colour evo-
lution of SN 2012aa is also more similar to that of SNe Ibc rather
than to SNe IIn, where a monotonic increase of colour with time
is usually observed (Zhang et al. 2012).
As discussed in Sect. 1, the Type Ibc SN 2005bf and a few
SLSNe I also showed double peaks in their light curves. In con-
trast, SN 2012aa exhibited a short-duration peak after the princi-
pal broader peak. In the “relativistic jet” or “high-pressure bub-
ble” explosion scenarios, the short-duration bump is expected to
occur before the broader peak (because of the shorter dynamical
timescale). We can therefore rule out these two mechanisms for
the formation of the secondary bump in SN 2012aa. Neverthe-
less, the presence of a spin-down magnetar as a central source
of energy cannot be ruled out; the broader peak of SN 2012aa
could be powered by a spin-down magnetar However, to explain
the secondary bump in SN 2012aa, an excess supply of energy
from the central source would be required. An asymmetrically
ejected 56Ni blob might also explain the light curve under some
special ejecta geometry, but detailed modeling would be required
to explore such a scenario.
The spectroscopic similarity of SNe 2003jd, 2006aj, and
2012aa (left panel of Fig. 7) makes it important to discuss the
possible GRB/XRF connection with SN 2012aa. SN 2006aj was
the counterpart of XRF 060218 (Cusumano et al. 2006), while
SN 2003jd may have had a GRB connection, although a GRB
was not detected (Valenti et al. 2008a). So far, no direct evi-
dence of a GRB/XRF association with H-poor SLSNe has been
reported; although the comparable host metallicities of these two
types of events have been noticed (Lunnan et al. 2014; Leloudas
et al. 2015). We have also searched the archive of the Inter-
planetary Network (IPN)14 for the possible detection of any
GRB/XRF in the direction of SN 2012aa . However no burst
was detected in that direction. Thus, probably there is little or
no GRB connection with SN 2012aa.
10. Conclusions
The nature of the progenitors and the explosion mechanism of
SLSNe is still unclear. Whether there is a difference in the ex-
plosion mechanisms of SLSNe and canonical SNe Ibc is also
unknown. In this context, the study of luminous events that fall
between CCSNe and SLSNe in various respects is important.
Here we have carried out optical photometric and spectroscopic
observations of SN 2012aa over an period of 120 d. In this in-
vestigation, we proposed that SN 2012aa is a Type Ic SN that
occurred in a dense medium, which made the event more lumi-
nous owing to SN-CSM interaction and resulting in a photomet-
ric evolution similar to that of H-poor SLSNe. Different aspects
of this study include the following.
The peak bolometric luminosity of SN 2012aa is ∼ 1.6 ×
1043 ergs (MBol ≈ −20 mag), which is less than the typical peak
luminosity of SLSNe I but larger than that of SNe Ic. The spec-
troscopic properties of SN 2012aa are similar to those of nor-
mal SNe Ic. However, its rise timescale (τris = 34 d) and decline
14 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/w3browse/all/ipngrb.html
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timescale (τdec = 57 d) are more consistent with those of H-poor
SLSNe.
The event shows a secondary bump in all optical bands be-
tween +40 d and +55 d after maximum brightness. It is more pro-
nounced in the Rc and Ic bands than in the B and V bands.
Beyond +47 d after maximum brightness, we noticed an
emission peak in the spectra at rest wavelength 6500 Å. There
are two possibilities: either this is [O I] λλ6300, 6364 or Hα in
emission. In the first scenario, the line-emitting region is moving
away with a projected velocity of∼ 9500 km s−1. In the second
scenario the emission is Hα blueshifted by 3000 km s−1; since it
appeared at late epochs, it is probably part of the CSM and was
powrwed by interaction. The identification of Hα is consistent
with other line profiles. On the other hand, comparison of spec-
tra of SN 2012aa with those of other SNe Ic and SLSNe suggests
that this particular feature is more likely [O I] rather than Hα.
Assuming that only 56Ni decay is responsible for powering
the SN, from the quasi-bolometric light curve we require roughly
1.3 M of 56Ni ejected in this explosion. The ejected mass is
∼ 14 M, implying a kinetic energy of ∼ 5.4 × 1051 erg. On
the other hand, if the entire explosion is CSM-interaction dom-
inated, a similar explosion can be produced under the presence
of CSM with a mass of ∼ 5–10 M.
We have also explored the possibility of the emergence of
a magnetar. Assuming that the velocity of the ejecta near peak
luminosity is∼ 12, 000 km s−1, the kinetic energy of the explo-
sion is ∼ 1051 ergs, and the rise time is 30–35 d, we find that the
quasi-bolometric light curve of SN 2012aa can be fitted with a
magnetar having a magnetic field of (6.5 ± 0.3) × 1014 G, an
initial spin period of 7.1±0.6 ms, and an explosion ejected mass
of 16.0± 1.7 M.
With a limited SN sample consisting of PTF10hgi, SN
2011ke, SN 2012aa, and SN 2012il, we found that there is a po-
tential subset of SLSNe I showing a radioactivity-powered tail at
relatively early times (∼ 60 d after maximum brightness). This
subset also has a narrower peak (i.e., smaller diffusion time) in
comparison with other SLSN I/SLSN-R events.
The z ≈ 0.08 host of SN 2012aa is a star-forming
(Sa/Sb/Sbc) galaxy. The overall metallicity (Zhost ≈ 0.92 ±
0.34 Z) of the host is comparable to the solar metallicity and
also to the metallicities of typical nearby spiral galaxies hosting
SNe IIP and normal SNe Ibc.
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Table 4. CRTS photometry of SN 2012aaa.
UT Date JD− Phaseb V Verr Seeingc
(yyyy/mm/dd) 2,450,000 (day) (mag) (mag) (′′)
2004/1/27.53 3032.03 -2919.97 18.94 0.20 2.46
2004/4/13.90 3108.90 -2843.10 18.81 0.14 2.56
2004/4/30.87 3125.87 -2826.13 18.86 0.19 1.88
2004/5/1.83 3126.83 -2825.17 18.87 0.14 3.04
2004/6/6.77 3162.77 -2789.23 19.00 0.22 4.00
2004/6/19.77 3175.77 -2776.23 18.98 0.08 2.58
2004/6/25.71 3181.71 -2770.29 18.90 0.15 2.76
2005/1/18.50 3389.00 -2563.00 19.13 0.05 2.91
2005/3/4.95 3433.95 -2518.05 19.10 0.10 2.96
2005/4/5.89 3465.89 -2486.11 19.17 0.06 3.76
2005/4/18.86 3478.86 -2473.14 19.22 0.13 3.83
2005/5/6.79 3496.79 -2455.21 19.02 0.05 2.90
2005/5/11.86 3501.86 -2450.14 19.13 0.09 2.63
2005/6/4.82 3525.82 -2426.18 19.11 0.09 2.66
2006/1/9.52 3745.02 -2206.98 19.15 0.06 2.80
2006/1/26.51 3762.01 -2189.99 19.12 0.10 3.09
2006/2/25.93 3791.93 -2160.07 19.06 0.12 3.48
2006/4/19.92 3844.92 -2107.08 18.99 0.18 2.62
2006/4/30.85 3855.85 -2096.15 19.10 0.10 2.73
2006/5/7.78 3862.78 -2089.22 19.08 0.19 2.90
2006/5/20.82 3875.82 -2076.18 19.06 0.07 2.93
2006/5/26.85 3881.85 -2070.15 19.16 0.06 2.70
2006/6/4.85 3890.85 -2061.15 19.04 0.35 2.71
2006/7/21.72 3937.72 -2014.28 19.15 0.20 3.05
2007/1/27.51 4128.01 -1823.99 19.16 0.17 3.17
2007/2/23.50 4155.00 -1797.00 19.09 0.07 2.77
2007/3/16.94 4175.94 -1776.06 19.16 0.10 2.87
2007/3/25.93 4184.93 -1767.07 19.18 0.07 2.70
2007/4/15.88 4205.88 -1746.12 19.15 0.06 2.57
2007/4/22.78 4212.78 -1739.22 19.11 0.12 2.90
2007/5/9.89 4229.89 -1722.11 19.13 0.07 2.87
2007/5/17.82 4237.82 -1714.18 19.05 0.18 2.99
2007/5/24.81 4244.81 -1707.19 19.19 0.08 2.77
2007/6/8.76 4259.76 -1692.24 19.10 0.10 2.60
2007/6/16.72 4267.72 -1684.28 19.14 0.16 2.72
2008/1/11.50 4477.00 -1475.00 19.10 0.04 2.86
2008/2/7.51 4504.01 -1447.99 19.10 0.07 3.25
2008/2/13.99 4509.99 -1442.01 19.14 0.12 2.55
2008/2/28.52 4525.02 -1426.98 19.00 0.12 2.59
2008/3/5.86 4530.86 -1421.14 19.05 0.10 2.63
2008/3/29.93 4554.93 -1397.07 19.14 0.16 2.93
2008/4/11.88 4567.88 -1384.12 19.18 0.15 2.78
2008/5/11.87 4597.87 -1354.13 19.13 0.10 2.59
2008/12/30.54 4831.04 -1120.96 19.13 0.11 2.98
2009/1/31.50 4863.00 -1089.00 19.09 0.08 3.02
2009/3/19.97 4909.97 -1042.03 19.13 0.01 3.42
2009/4/28.90 4949.90 -1002.10 19.14 0.08 2.70
2009/5/13.78 4964.78 -987.22 19.03 0.01 4.13
2009/5/24.79 4975.79 -976.21 19.17 0.04 2.76
2009/6/13.73 4995.73 -956.27 19.24 0.15 1.88
2009/6/14.73 4996.73 -955.27 19.14 0.17 3.11
2010/2/15.98 5242.98 -709.02 19.12 0.19 2.63
2010/3/13.50 5269.00 -683.00 19.14 0.06 2.61
2010/3/21.97 5276.97 -675.03 19.08 0.13 2.86
2010/4/9.84 5295.84 -656.16 19.02 0.12 4.48
2010/5/5.87 5321.87 -630.13 19.12 0.03 2.76
2010/5/19.76 5335.76 -616.24 19.07 0.17 3.27
2010/6/2.77 5349.77 -602.23 19.07 0.08 3.21
2010/6/9.68 5356.68 -595.32 19.06 0.13 2.74
2010/6/17.71 5364.71 -587.29 19.10 0.19 3.00
2011/1/15.55 5577.05 -374.95 18.99 0.12 2.98
2011/1/30.52 5592.02 -359.98 19.10 0.05 3.32
2011/2/12.50 5605.00 -347.00 19.13 0.11 2.93
2011/3/1.50 5622.00 -330.00 19.18 0.07 3.70
2011/3/14.93 5634.93 -317.07 19.07 0.10 3.23
2011/3/27.90 5647.90 -304.10 19.09 0.19 3.23
2011/4/3.91 5654.91 -297.09 19.19 0.20 1.88
2011/4/13.88 5664.88 -287.12 19.08 0.12 3.16
2011/4/23.91 5674.91 -277.09 18.99 0.22 2.77
2011/5/6.84 5687.84 -264.16 19.17 0.20 2.67
2011/5/13.82 5694.82 -257.18 19.22 0.03 2.82
2011/5/20.80 5701.80 -250.20 19.07 0.18 4.26
2011/6/8.75 5720.75 -231.25 19.20 0.19 2.75
2011/6/22.70 5734.70 -217.30 19.14 0.14 4.12
2012/1/3.53 5930.03 -21.97 18.41 0.07 3.35
2012/1/25.52 5952.02 0.02 18.02 0.05 2.82
2012/2/21.50 5979.00 27.00 18.11 0.05 2.55
2012/2/29.98 5986.98 34.98 18.22 0.04 2.77
2012/3/16.88 6002.88 50.88 18.21 0.07 2.66
2012/3/27.96 6013.96 61.96 18.43 0.11 2.94
2012/4/15.93 6032.93 80.93 18.77 0.18 2.98
2012/4/21.85 6038.85 86.85 18.73 0.08 2.55
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UT Date JD− Phaseb V Verr Seeingc
(yyyy/mm/dd) 2,450,000 (day) (mag) (mag) (′′)
2012/5/12.82 6059.82 107.82 18.91 0.10 2.79
2012/5/22.85 6069.85 117.85 18.94 0.13 3.34
2012/6/9.78 6087.78 135.78 18.90 0.05 3.30
2012/6/15.73 6093.73 141.73 18.97 0.08 2.77
2013/1/12.53 6305.03 353.03 19.03 0.22 2.74
2013/3/14.96 6365.96 413.96 19.27 0.15 3.04
2013/4/2.92 6384.92 432.92 19.15 0.24 2.69
2013/4/11.88 6393.88 441.88 19.07 0.18 2.72
2013/5/5.77 6417.77 465.77 19.19 0.06 2.76
2013/5/16.83 6428.83 476.83 19.06 0.11 3.14
2013/5/30.75 6442.75 490.75 19.17 0.03 2.79
2013/6/6.77 6449.77 497.77 19.03 0.10 2.88
2013/6/15.73 6458.73 506.73 19.15 0.14 3.04
2013/6/27.73 6470.73 518.73 19.12 0.13 3.04
Notes. (a) All of the unfiltered CRTS magnitudes have been calibrated to the Johnson V -filter system using the local sequences.
(b) The event was dicovered on JD 2,455,956.04. However, the V -band maximum was estimated to be about 4 d prior to discovery. Here, phases
are calculated with respect to the epoch of V maximum in the observed frame, corresponding to JD 2,455,952. For details, see Sect. 4.
(c) FWHM of the stellar PSF in the V band.
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